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Trudeau drops other  shoe:  There wil l  be r no electi =n  "t?:is, summer  - 
By JIM POLING 
OTTAWA (CP) Prime 
Minister Trudcau abandoned 
plans for a summer goneral 
elecflen Thursday in the 
midst of popularity polls that 
show his governing Liberals 
tied with the Opposition 
ProiP'esslve Conservatives. 
He announced his decision 
in a tense and cranky 
Commons, and left open the 
possibility of national vote in 
t the fall or next spring. 
Trudeau , must call the 
dectlon by next July when 
his government's five-year 
term ends. 
The announcement, ex- 
pacted since last Thursday 
when the prime minister 
promised to tell his election 
~ lans by the end of this week, rought boos from the op- 
position benches and cheers 
from the Liberals. 
The prime minister said 
Canada has p~blems and 
the voters want hem solved. 
"The question arises as to 
whether these issues can be 
best dealt with during a 
general' election or by 
continuing the work of this 
House," be said.• 
" I  have reached the con- 
early April and released last , rumors, denied by Liberals, 
week, showed the Liberals that his leadership is being 
and Conservatives each with 
41 per cent of the decided 
vote. The New Democrats 
had 14 per cent and 39 per 
cent of' the electors were 
undecided. 
ADVISE AGAINST FALL 
Senator Keith Davey, 
Liberal campaign chairman, 
said he likely will advise the 
prime minister against an 
autumn vote because fall 
questioned within the party 
because of his sliding 
popularity. 
The prime minister 
refused to say when he will 
"name byelection dates for 
seven Commons vacancies. 
He already has announced 
Oct. 16 for byelectinns to fill 
eight other vacancies. ' 
Standing in the 264-seat 
House: Liberals 135, Con- 
clusion--because, I must elections never have brought 
say, of the co-operatian of the Liberals more than 
the members opposite and minority govern.meat. 
their anxiety to get on with The decision to call the 
the work--that we should election is Trudcau's, but he 
stay in Otis House and deal is subject o the pressures of
with these issues." the party. There have been 
A Gaflup poll, taken in 
servatives 87, New 
Democrats 15, Social Credit 
8, Independent 4,vacant 15. 
.Trudeau's no-election an- 
nouncement came as the 
Commons met at 2 p.m. for 
the daily question period. 
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After two NDP motions 
urging the prime minister to 
call an election, Opposition 
leader Joe Clark asked if 
there would be an election 
and, if not, when would the 
government announce 
significant new economic 
policies, 
Trudeau, appearing 
embarrassed by 35 seconds 
of continuous Liberal ap- 
planse, replied: 
"Mr. Speaker, I think it 
has been apparent in this 
House that we'~e all con- 
cerned with the issues with 
which (he Canadian people 
are concerned and they want. 
solutions to these problems 
at this time." 
h ! 
'STAY AND WORK' 
He then said it would be 
best for the Commons to stay 
and continue its work. 
Clark, who had a DC-9 
campaign jet ready to go 
Sunday, said in a statement 
that Trudeau, after weeks of 
playing games, had decided 
an election was not in the 
best interests of the Liberal 
. party. The people wanted an 
election and Trudeau now 
was obligated to get on with 
governing the country. 
The announcement ended 
speculation that began last 
fall when it was reported 
that the prime minister was 
considering a snap vote. 
Trudeau is said to have 
rejected that idea against 
the advice of some Liberal 
organizers and MPs. 
Since then, an election this 
spring or summer has been 
considered almost a cer- 
tsinty. Trudeau appeared on 
the verge of announcing n
date several weeks ago. 
He cooled election talk 
suddenly. Then came news 
that Liberal polls, followed 
by the Gallup, showed the 
government might 'be in 
trouble with the voters. 
FALL OR SPRING?" 
Trudeau laughingly told 
the Commons on Thursday 
that he hoped his an- 
nouncement would end all 
the speculation. Then he told 
NDP leader Ed Bread~ent* 
that a fall election is a possi- 
bility but that he would not 
rule out next spring. 
Had he called the election 
Thursday, it would have 
been for July 10, four years 
and two days after the last 
election when the Liberals 
won a majority.. 
The question for all parties 
now is how to dismantle the 
election machinery. Many 
candidates already have 
been nominated and cam- 
paigns were all but un- 
derway. 
"It's a big job cranking 
down the machine," said 
Senator Davey. 
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Ames, Officer, and Thursday, gl#ing studeat~ a chance , "~ , S~ l JoAnne Manpower Student Placement udary school 
Kay e Ehs~s.a.nd J ean~olloway from the Prov.i.n~iat, Y~utb ~, find oqt ~bout ol~portunltles f.or summer emolument.. 
Pool olosed 
Sani IAndsay Memorial "I hops it was nothing here 
Pool in Kitimat was closed that caused the illness'." 
Wednesday afternoon due to 
the illness of seven, staff 
members. Recreation ' Apparently the pool will be: 
director Jan Gurban ex- cloned until staff members ~
plained, "We were hit by the recover. One organization 
illness,, yesterday af- continues at use the pool 
ternson," (Wednesday), and despite lack of lifeguards. 
were too short staffed to stay The Marline Swim Club says 
open." • they must not stop practising 
so one club member is 
: ' "ConditiOns eem healthy assignedlifeguard duties 
here at the pool," says Jan, and training conthiues. 
Fed.Prov. job plaoement 
Jean Holloway and her fo r  s tudents  
assistant, Kaye Ehses, from "Employers can make youth in their search for a 
the Provincial Youth Em- inquiries about federal and summer job. Jean will be 
ployment Program share provincial programs at our monitoring local employers "
office space thin year with office", JoAnne said. "They wba have funding through 
JoAane Ames, the federal can also place job orders for the provincial job creation 
Student Placement Officer. their own "cnstom.selected" program. She ~ visit 
By combining their offices student or youth help for the employers throughou t •the 
and their effort, the three summer, or, employers can summer . . : .=  
hope to provide "one-stop just talk over their needs und ....... : ,~ . '  : 
service" for employers and ideas with us;" JoAnne, Jean and Kaye 
youth. . Students and youth can welcome inquiries about he 
' ,  .* , come in to the office and programs and their roles in 
f ight  [ i t t  register forbothfederaland student and y0uth em-  . . . . .=~.~__  0larenoe Miohiel kids er provincial programs, and ployment. Drop by the office | Morethan$3;000wasra.iseddurlnganhour-longblitzi.n Terrace for the Saivaflon Army 
• jobs in local businesses. (upstairs) at 4548 Lak.else [ Red Shield Appeal on ~aonaay, may 1. Above are Lmu~enant Jack S~'icklmm, m. me 
'Pitch In '78", a campaign areas: ' Arena Park, the char, Graham Fleet, Har- They can also make Avenue between 8:~ and 12 | Salvation Army, Toronto-Domin!onBan~. manager R!ck Wilmot, ..and Lynn Hickman, .e.o- 
Curling Rink the Libra ' deep Hundial, Grade 5- Lisa Ldquiries ' about any jobs or 1 ned 4:30. Whem.er you | ordinatoi" of the drive. T-D BanR slayeu open rote ~ne nigh~ of me blitz to'recmve me to clean up our esviroument, , ry, . . . .  , 
was given a boost by behind the Shopping Centre, Selder, Mike Wilson, Vl~ter listed in the office.' are a student, an employer, [ $3,300 deposit from the canvass, which represents only the tip of the iceberg of the Red 
Clarmce Michiel School, on The High Schools and ad- Crooks; Grade 6- Susan JoAnne will ' provide or  just a curious citiz~, [ ShteldAppeal. TheappealwilicontinueuntlitheendofMay. 
Wednesday. As their part in jacent downtown streets Frank, Danny da Silva, Snzy nsslstence to .students and come up and see usl 
the hattie against grubby ' / Penner, Dawn Sutton, Doug W [#|  ~ ' 0~ 
greenery', students and After the collection of R'omanow; Grade 7- Gins two new tennis oourts teach ,  "pitched in" and litter, an assembly was held Devcic, Andrea Clarke, or-n5 
picked, up two hundred full in the gym to choose•: the SteveTrultt,Ronald Gellert; 
size garbage bags crammed names of the winn~s of T- Grade 3- Walter Almeida; The Terrace Rotary Club the RE.M. Lee Theatre. many other  worthwhile 
• to bursting with other shirts orderei from Out- teacher- Mrs. Johnson. announced Wednesday the The school district has projects. 
13eople's •inconsideratt doors Unlittered. The PrLqcipal, Mr. Clyde Innuye commencement of con- made available a parcel of. Funds for these projects 
iazifiessinthef~mo£1llter., followlag~ persons are the connludedtbeaesemblywith structton of the first two land on Straume Avenue com from revenue raised by 
lucky winnersi Grade '4 ~''~ a congratulations for all in a" tennis, courts" on, School which could house up to six the club from the cam- 
They covered the following Colleen Paisley, T,J. Flat- job weii-doue. Distl'ict property adjacent to courts in the future, The, munity. 
Terrace Rotary Club will be A separate account 
responsible for the actual provided by club member 
construction of the courts, a • funding provides for other 
project estimated to cost in functions such as the annual 
the nsighbourhood of $30,000 old-timers banquet and- 
for the flint two courts, donations to such corn- Member of the AIcan-CASAW Occuvationall 
Excavation of the site and reunify activities as the Committee Jim Brischois is spcar)'~a~iin'/d[he actions 
preparation for paving and musi~ festival and minor Aleanbeing takensmelteragainStin Kitima.alleged unsaf~hse',,_~., ~ . of benzene, at the 
fencing should be completed hockey. " A lfiboratory analyst has ~'~ptoms of benzene 
this week and if the project Member funding also poisoning but thereis no test avail~leto verify her fears. 
can be kept on schedule the finances the international 
t~ o courts may be ready for student exchange which, this consideredBenzene exposUr carcinogenic,has b en(c ncerlinke~Jo Leu miacad~fog). and is 
play as early as July I, 1978, year, sees a Terrace student 
studying in Mexico and a .:.:.:.:..:::.:::*.:.:.*:..:::.:.:::::::.:..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::.:::::..:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The construction of the Mexican student studying in • , ,~ 
courts marks another major Terrace for a year .  00RREOTIOll 
project for the club which, in ' The same funding allowed 
the past, has provided the the club tosend a member t 9 ' 
community with Rotary southeast Asia two years ago In yesterday's page one story "Benzene Poisoning Hard 
Park, the Kitsumkaltim and host a group of British to Pin Down, the word "symptoms" was accidentally 
Cross'.Country ski trails, businessmen last year as omitted. The sentence should have read: "Hendry ex- 
funding toward the swim- part of an ongoing in- plained that the blood tests do not work because the 
ruing pool, the Child ternational buslnessmens benzene would dissipate too quickly due to the volatile 
Development Centre, The exchange program to 
Weewanie Creek project, a promote fellowship and stick to judge exposure," Hendry told the Herald Wed. 
new portable rope tow and understanding throughout 
timer for the ski hill, and 'the world. 
nature of benzene and circumstances would be the yard. • 
ocsday. 
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This Dutch Bible with Brass Locks, published in 1690 
by Hendriek and Jacob Keur of Amsterdam, Holland is 
in excellent condition, despite its great age, and/s  the 
property of "Bi l l" Homberg of Terrace. The binding 
"bas had some restoration work to keep it in its prime 
condition. 
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This Bible, in Dutch, is the older of two owned by the 
Homberg faimfly in Terrace and although the hard 
covers show signs of age and hard rise. the ~a~es are in 
perfect condition, i t  was publiched in 1657 by Wed. 
Paulus Aertsz Van Rave Steyn, •Amsterdam, Holland. 
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SHOW~G AT 8 P.M. 
: MAY 13/ 
-k: I .~ Fin,~, 9hapter Walking Tall ,~ 
May 14-20 • 
Why Shoot the Teacher i 
Pete's Dragon ' ~' 
Pete's Dragon ** 
MAY 14-20 
The World'S Greatest Lover 
.~ "~ 
Sheraton-P laza,  
the l i t t le hote l  wi th  
the  great BIG heart., 
Enjoy a great time in Vancouver and  make your 
headquarters  at the warm, friendly Sheraton-Plaza, 
Great  food, nightly entertainment.  Close to Stanley 
Park, Gasto~vn and shopping, And parking is free, 
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• d-" "% Seey , )ur t r~ve  a~ul  o rca  to  f lue, ~ ,~=~ 
lt~ Western Canada 112.800.2(>1 .q3:](I. ~ ~ 
in the U.S. HO(I :~25.35:L5. "~%~ 
Sheraton-Plaza 500 
5( 10 We~I 12th, Vancouver. B.C. VaZ 1 M2 Tel: (()114) ,~7:1. I S 11 
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threeChristian 
Missionaries, Sig Odland (5 
years in Venezuela), Leeta 
Thornton (23 years in Zaire), 
and Lea Little (over 20 years 
in China and Japan) will be 
present ing the overseas 
mission work of the 
Evangelical Free Church. 
There will be meet ings 
Friday• and Saturday 
evenings .at  7:30 and on 
Sund~y at the regular  
worship times - 11 a.m. and 
7:15 p.m. at the Evangelical 
Free Church, 3302 Sparks 
street. 
A short film on the Free 
Church work in Germany 
will be shown Fr iday  
evening. Saturday evening 
the emphasis will be on the 
work in Venezuela nd Zaire 
featur ing Odland and 
Thornton. This meeting will 
be preceded by a supper with 
the missionaries at 6 p.m. 
Anyone wishing to attend the 
supper should contact the 
church-  635-5115. Sunday 
evening Lea Litt le will 
overview the Major Free 
Church mission work around 
the world. The conference 
theme will be "Till the Whole 
Missionaries confer in Terrace May 12-14 
On May 12-14in Terrace" ~Od122:ows. Everyoneis at Evang. Free C h u r c l :  
Slg Odland and his family, 
missionaries to Venezuela, 
a re  currently on furlongi~ 
and living in Alberta. Before 
joining the Free Church in 
1973 the Odlands speni 16 
years  in the Dominican 
Repub l i c  • under the West 
Indies Mission. 
Leeta Thornton is on a one- 
year furlough from her work 
in Africa and is living in 
• Cambr idge ,  Minnesota. 
Originally from Vancouver, 
she has served under the 
Free Church for 23 years in 
Za i re  ( former ly  Belgian 
Congo.) She has travelled 
much in that country's rural 
areas. 
Lea and Louise Litt le 
currently live in Mision, B.C. 
They served in China under 
the China Inland Mission 
before the Chinese com- 
muninis took over• They 
then went to Japan and inter 
t rans fer red  to the F ree  
Church in 1966. Presently 
Mr. Little is serving as 
Canadian representative for 
Evange l i ca l  F ree  Church 
Overseas Missions. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
)astor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halliwell 
" and H. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00a.m ~orning Worship 
Service 
7:30p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
We.ds. 6:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" . 
I 
,, ZION 
BAPTISt 
OHUROH • 
Cur. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a .m.  
OHOIOE 
OF,. • ,~ . . 
YOUR 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
KNox CHURN 
UNITED , ,.OF 
60D 
OHUIiOH 3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 638.1561 
Minister Rev. .  Rev. R.L. White 
Dave MartyR Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
Sunday School a.m. 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m, lEveRing Worship 7:30 p.m. 
]Under 12 • 1l:00 a.m. Prayer  Service Wed. 7:3C 
Worship.Service 11:00a:m i p.m. " 
OHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
UHUROH 
Cor. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave: 
Rey. Rolf Hosterud 
635.5Q02. 
Aornlng Service 11: OOa.m. 
Church School 9:45 s.m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
Ilrmatlon 
Youth and Adult Classes 
• " . ' . " .~"  t 
• UFOm. 
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SACRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
1830 Sfraume Ave. Terrace 
• Phone 635.2312 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
I0~I~' a:m/ '  ' • ~ 
11:30 a m. 
7:30 p.m. 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
• 3406 Eby Street 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
S~rvlce 
ST. MAITHEW'S 
ANGLIOAH 
" OHUROH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
635.9019 
iunday Services: 
9:30 a.m.. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
Discussion 
11:00,a.m. Holy •Com. 
munion for the family 
Ministers: 
Ray. Lance Stephens - 635- , 
5855 
Rev. Stephen Inoue • 635. 
2416 , 
SALVATION~ 
mj 
Welsh Ave; .. 
Welcomes you to worship 
Sunday .. 
9:30 a.m. Chrletlafl 
Educetlon Hour 
11:00 e.n~. Femlly Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Evangll~tlc 
5alvatlo~ Meeting 
Monday Night. . ' : 
7:30 p,m, Bible Study" & 
Prayer Meatlng * 
Wednesday ' 
'7:30 p.mi Ladles Hums 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
1:30 p.m. Youth Group , 
AM "Serv ice"  $ Weal 
Services on Gldlo~. 
S35.S~46 
~hrlstlan Councelllng 
Emergency Welfare 
~plrituelResources 
"THE MAN THE CALL' 
~prll 17 Monday ot 7:30 • 
~he F I LM "MARTIN 
LUTHER" . ) '1 
i~!~i~!!i~i~!~!~i~i~i~!~i!~!!~i~iii~i~i~ 
. ATTEND 
THE 
~•:~:~:~•~.~%~•~?~•~•~?~.~•:~•~ ,••.,,,,,,•,•,,•,,••,••,,'•',•, . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
THEATRE ~( ~n Yer race  ~n'INednes~l'ay"/~ay'l"Tt' l~ 
at  the Canada Manpower  Centre 
• ; f rom 9:00 a .m.  to 3:00 p .m.  
"~ ~'~ Hidden somewhere•in the ~* 
$' ~1~ ads in the entertainment ~ ~ 11~~ 
• * section are two Terrace ~ ~ Mw, !:o1~ 
• * phone numbers. 
F ind them,  and  if one is yours  you 've  ~,~ won. ' :  
Pick  up your  t i ckets  at  the  Hera ld  
office, 3212 Ka lum St. 
. , "  . . 
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Marlins take second in AlaSka swimming championship 
"The Ketehi~ n swim Petersburg Viking Swim two events, second in five 
meet was ar incentive trip (;lub and the Kitimat events, and third in three 
for member. / t]:c Kitimat Marlins were the three events. 
Marlin Swim ~r,~h,, says competing roups. Juneau 
coach of the t~,~m Lisa was scheduled b,t didn't With the girl's, again, 
Wagner. Meets l t~  this one show. Christine Patterson pulled 
held la.~: v:eek.~ ".~ in Ket- Ketchikaf] being the home f irst  in one event, Louise 
chika|t Ah,ska "~ak~ the team had the advantage and Halahan stroked a first in 
kids train "~ :1 r ~ i'' /' ~ . . . .  ii~'e :~ec! it. 1hey came in first five events and Michell 
'~,.~- ,~or~ ......... .,~ ".~ot ;qace with Kitimat traiiling Regush slapped the elec- 
)or," ~-'~t E,~,, ci~e behind. Petersburg ironic start-finish time-pad 
There , r~, ".re swim held a tight thire, first in seven events. 
mcet,~ la~: *-~.ek~vd, one in Outstanding atevery meet 
Pdr, t.,.~ ~, ,:rt ~,r,d one in she attends, Diane Barbetti, Stewart Dagleish con- 
Kctehik.'m, at which Marlin "is swimming close to trihuted to the point 
swimmers "put their all record times",according to gathering for the Marlin dub 
out." finishing first in one event. 
As reported in the Monday Wagner. In Alaska Diane Gerome Carpay split his 
Herald several of the placed first in eight of her races in haif; he won thros of 
Marlins took awards at the eleven events. Diane swims the six he entered. 
Prince Rupert meet. Well, in the 11 and 12 girl's 
some of the 25 Marlins that category. The II and 12 girl's rdaya 
went to Ketchikan did so as AapoSkogster, another up- had Kitimat first in the 200 
well. and-comer, is also swim- 6yard, not metre), freestyle, 
The Ketchikan Killer ming the 11 and 12-s but in first in the 400 medley and 
Whale Swim Club, the theboy's. Aapo came first in first in the 400 free style. 
Home ice hoped 
to help Bruins 
The Bruins hold a 3-1 lead 
in the set after a 4-2 victory 
in Philadelphia on Tuesday 
night. If Boston wins, they go 
to Montreal for the opening 
game of the finals this 
weekend against the 
Canadicns *~ho eliminated 
Toronto Maple Leafs in four 
straight in !.he sam. final~ 
But if the Fiyer~ can pull 
an upset, then the ~.ruins and 
Philadelphia go back at it 
Sunday night on the slushy 
Spectrum iee. 
GOOD START IMPORI ,~,*'1 
There is no doubt th.,t the 
key for the Flyers tonight 
will he a good start. They did 
.'lot have on,' Tuesday nigh" 
and never ecovered fr¢ -n 
2-0 first.peried eficit. 
Getting the first g". ,~s 
been a key througl~.. ' th,  
By GLENN COLE 
BOSTON (CP) - -  Victories 
for visiting teams in the 
Stanley Clip playoffs have 
been just a~ imrd to come by 
as hotel rooms in this con- 
vention-filled c~ty this weeK. 
Thevis i ters  have ,nansged 
just 13 wins in the 38 post- 
season games, giving 
credence to the fact home- 
ioe advantage means 
something. 
Philadelphia Flyers, who 
won a road game in each of 
the first two player series 
they played in this spring, 
hope to pick up their third 
success away from the 
Spectrum tonight when they 
battle Boston Bruins in the 
frith game of their best-of- 
seven National Hockey 
League semi.final series. 
Ter race  hockey  e l i . i c  
th reatened by  i ce  cos t  
of pu[ting ice in ti,e Ar~.:... 
and the Rental Charge 
during the time of the school 
and clinic. 
Minor Hockey has been 
quoted a fee that is several 
hundred ollars higher than 
Plans for a summer 
hockey school and a week- 
long referees' clinic at the 
end of August are being held 
up until such time as Terrace 
Minor Hockey and the 
District of Terrace come up 
with an agreeable price on 
that time what they paid last year. 
Incoming president Bernie 
Selder says he'll meet with 
municipal officials as soon 
as possible in an effort to 
reach an agreement. Selder 
said that if they can't come 
to an agreement, it eeuld see 
the cancellation of the 
hockey school and clinic. 
ice rental for 
period. 
Terrace has been alloted 
enc of only four referees' 
summer clinics, and must 
reply to the B.C. Amateur 
Hockey Association before 
next Monday to ensure 
they'll get the clinic. The 
holdup concerto the expense 
players with the team that 
has opened the scoring 
winning 29 of the 38 games 
thus far. In this series, 
Boston has scored the first 
goal in all three of their wins 
and the Flyers' lone triumph 
came Sunday when they 
moved out in front. 
~.a last season's players, 
fh,-, team scoring the first 
6~-. ' n ~ the 44 post- 
"*~' ~dfhe~. It is therefore 
.: that ge(, "~g the 
• ,,u' ,~,,~ is a ke, ~ctor. 
( : ' . t  the F lyers  come back 
: ,  a performance that 
w:~., at  times lackadaisical 
T,. ~ay night? 
unJ.~ ',.~ has a team 
come from behind a 3-1 
deficit to win the series and 
three times teams have 
corw. hack to tie a series 3-3 
afte~ being down 3-1, but 
ended u~ losing anyway. 
Bruins' coach Don Cherry 
mid, '~:~t while 
z'hiladelphia's task is not an 
impossible one "it will be 
tough for them to win two in 
our building." 
TASK NOT IMPOSSIBLE 
Philadelphia coach Fred 
Shero seemed to think the 
task facing his team was not 
impossible. 
"It's hard :toi~WJn two 
games . in anybody's 
building, hut it's been done 
before and by worse teams 
than this." 
Gerry  Choevers is likely to 
be the start ing goaltender 
for the Bruins tonight, 
A second in the 200 and third in the 400 freestyle. Kitimat Friday night to KimStanzel, DianeBarhotti, 
freestyle, first in the 400 Why such a good arrive in Prince Rupert Jill Lawrence, Laurie 
medley, and another first in placement from the young whore they took a ferry up to Beatty, Michelle Marleau, 
the'400 freestyle for the 13 endurance racers? Ketchikan. Lisa, Mrs. Jamie Dawson, Jennifer 
and 14 girl's. "Because they are trained Gursky and Mrs. Loutitt Gordon and Miehelle 
Seniors, 15 to 18, girl's for endurance. Long aceompanied thetwenty-five Regush. 
weren't quite as well distance is what these kids youths. Chauvinistic nfluence was 
rewarded. They pulled a specialize ffi," explaim Swimmers were: provided by; Stewart 
third in the 300 freestyle, Wagner, Christine Patterson, Lie Dagleish, Alan Wagner, 
second in the 400 medley, The kids boarded a bus in Kuschke, Louise Halahan, Peter Runions, Aapo 
Skngster, Rabble WAper ,  
Kevin Kusehke, Jersey 
McManus, Greg Neu~ldt ,  
Trevor Patterml, Gee~me 
Carpay, Paul  McMamm and 
Stephen Beadle. 
Swimmers in the rqion 
are becoming  tougher. I t  
seems as thoug the lalmt is 
just starting to surface. 
Hip Hip Hooray!  Ml , 'YMay 17 is Bonus Day! 
 $500,000.00 EXTRA IN CASH PRIZES 
100 BONUS PRIZES OF $5,000.00 EACH 
_~i : . / " ' : "  ; ; °  ' -  ~d,^  
~-" '~ i :S i :~; ; '~!~. i  ~ /~.1  May  17th, 100ext ra  
~ ~ ~ / ' ~ / ~ j ~ j  pr izes o f  $5,000 each  _ •_,, 
u,,, \ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ U J . ~ V  t~" will be added to  the T ickets  only "1 
Jt~.,d, ~ '  ~ ~  ~ For  this bonus  draw ~ wr .~ l l ;~  __  _ _ 
,~ ' - - - . -  ~ _ . . I  ....... only,  Western  Express  ~ Y D D ~ . ¢ ¢  
' ~  .... In add i t ion  to  our  t ickets  will bear  ' ~ N  M I ~  
regu lar  pr i ze  fund  o f  an add i t iona l  seven  OUR REGULAR PRIZE FUND PLUS 
five $100.000  prizes plus digit number  shown, v, MILLION DOLLARS IN BONUS PRIZES. 
thousands  o f  add i t iona l  . S imply  match  A BUCK AND YOU'RE IH FOR BOTH 
pr izes,  next  Winsday  this number  to  the one  
. . . .  - hundred  drawn ~ ' ' ~'' 
and  win $5,000.00. 
~:,b. ~.~ 
Pie 
A Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Mother's Day Special 
This Sunday gi~;e Mom a break from the kitchen. Treat her and the 
whole family to a bucket or barrel of Kentucky Fried Chicken and get ~lom 
an apple pie at no extra charge. That's this coming Sunday, May 14, only. 
. From opening till 4:00 p.m., while quantities last. 
AT YOUR NEAREST 
ERNIE'S TAKE HOME 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I ! 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-lear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). ' "  
NEW T,M,T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR EHGIE 
• WiTHA5O.OOO MilE PROTECTIVE gu Pont 
: l e i lon  i ;UA I INS!  " " * ' " " - - " "  o ce for 
Du Pont's fluorcarbon resins. 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulahon incorporating Du Pont TEFLON*. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, th=s 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the  No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
• sluggish performance, high operating tem- 
Peratures. and mechanical breakdown: f ,c-  
fional drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
right now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how it does it. So here it is. in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! Tflere's nothing complicated 
about using TMT--a 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds.., and not even get 
his hands dirty! 
TMT IS PERMANENT! It:s an engine treat- 
., meet. not an oil treatment• Just one single 
application is all it takes to permanently pro- 
tact your engine, for as long as you own your 
car! 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this, ,, with a Sl.O00.ooo 
ProdUct Liability Policy issued by a nationally 
fam0us insurance compa y! 
TMT S EFFECTIVE Effect ve for any car 
truck, or other vehmte--whether it's this 
year's model or one that's 15 years old! Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines.. ~ •tightens 
up" and rejuvenates old ones! 
TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with it the strongest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think of!" 
• GUARANTEED: Setter gas mileage. . 
more redes from every tankful . or 
money buck in full' 
• GUARANTEED Lessodburnmg long- 
er periods before "topping off" . or 
money buck in ful# 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother engine perfor- 
mance. ,.lessstalhng and rough ~dhng 
or money beck in full' 
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
and higher compression,, more zip and 
acce eraf on. 0t money back tn full' 
• GUARANTEED:.Longer engine hfe . , 
rfewer repair bills..(especiuliy for costly 
ring and piston jobs) , or money buck m 
• full r 
• GUARANTEED All these important, 
money-sawng benefits no matter how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
back tn full! 
• , . . . 
" In'vlew Of the many.possible savings and 
benefltsoifed above..whal do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
,pay for a one.rime, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $50.00~ $100,007 MORE? 
• "Well: listen to this: The established retail 
price of TMT is only $14 9S! That's right, only 
$14.gS--e Imy investment hat could'possibly 
p~l'y itself back dozens of times over. ,n say. 
Ings oft gas,o , and repar bi s Fantastrc 
FACT The cost of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
name It--has gone atrmlght through the celllngl The coat of gasoline and o11? UR! 
The payments demanded by skilled (end not-so-skilled) mechanic|? UP! The 
prlcetags on new can  end trucks? UPi It's positively sickening--end It's going to get 
worse before it gets any belied 
EO ALMQUiST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENSINEER REPORTS ON T,M,T. TEFLON TREATMENT, 
"The act ve Chemlca ngredlent in "T,M.T." has "And once "T.M.T." has been added to an an. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to glee-positive results can be seen through 
"pete" and adhere to all,exposed friction sur- experienced and ira ned eyes or even tnu most 
faces Po years attract more polymers to • micro skil ed of mechanics They will notice a decldoe 
thickness which means e "controlled" build.up increase n compression readings-which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces which accounts fbr cates that piston and rln~. seal have improved, 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow.by'. An increase in idle r.p,m.s will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after e few 
consumption! , hundred miles of "T,M,T," "pilling". 
"And in order to effect a permanent t reatment ,  ,CONCLUSION: Not only Is 'T.M.T." easy to use 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oil (it shou d take 30.seconds at the most for adding 
through the oil tiller hole (so.easy-that even a permanent treatment)-but its results can De 
a child can do it)-preferably after the enulne seen even under the careful scrutiny or any 
has reached normal operating temperature .  The mechun c! The benefits that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for a minlmum of, "T.M.T." in the engine-are as follows: In. 
thirty minutes, In order to make sure that al l  creased Gas Mileage--Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required for the average passenger car or RedCced Emissions-Lower Operatinz Tempera. 
small truck engine, lures - Easier Cold Weather Startsf', (r 
I(OW that you've heard from the expert. . ,  listen to the raves of erdlna~ drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM, THAT'S 
WRY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS.., 
{Once you've put LM,T, in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself). 
Motorcycle Racer 
gets more power] 
"As an engineering student and 
racer, I was Interested in what 
T.M-T would do In o tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from a standing 
start showed that our E,T, (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix In my 125 c,c, Kawasakl Me. 
torcross racing motorcyce, 
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
and ,ncreased power." 
K,B. -- Racer 
"Bud Deal" becomes 
"Good Deal" with "T,M.T." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc, My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T,M,T. 
My mileage has gone from XX to 
an unbelievably astounding XX, My 
father, who is a car mechanic 
told me it's impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even fathers can be 
wrong. Of course hs probably 
won't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm givlns him 
as a present," --R.W, 
Auto Mschnic 
recommsnds "T.M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic and t 
drive a '67 Caddy and it was us. 
ins a lot of gas In the city sod 
on the highways. I was Dottle I 14 
miles to the gallon but now, llnCo 
i've been usinu"T.M.T" i pick uP 
XX pllons in the city-and XX p l *  
Ions on the highway, so I luiow 
you peDDle have a good product 
and I will recommend it." 
Mr. CX.g. 
k FILL OUT AND MAlL NO-RISK COUPON-TODAY! 
TWO,. TO A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE}. 
Enc losed  is [ ]  cheque or  [ ]  money  order  
[ ]  one  a t  $14 .95  r- I  two  at  $26 .95  
Name: 
Address: 
CiW: Pros.: . P.C,. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O, Box  550 ,  S ta t ion  J, Ca lgary ,  A lber ta ,  T2A 4X8 . . . .  
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Editorial 
Mother's Day 
I would rather write a simple sincere poem 
that brings joy to the heart of one child than a 
best selling book that says nothing. 
To write about "Mother's Day" is more of a 
challenge to one who wishes to be sincere, than 
perhaps any other topic, because so much that 
one reads about Mother's Day is rubbish. 
I cannot .bring myself to think of my own 
Mother without feeling the wellsprings of 
emotion swelling inside me, clouding my reason 
and blotting out everything else. How do others 
really feel? 
There are some things that are just too sacred 
~o expose. We cover them up, in shyness and 
almost embarrassment, because we fear the 
public gaze almost as much as we fear public 
ridicule. 
"Make fun of me, yes," we might say, "but not 
of the unspoken bond between the woman who 
bore me, and suffered so much for me, and 
understood me better than anyone else ever 
can." 
Looking over some of the entries ubmitted in
the "I love my Mother because" HERALD 
contest - of which there were 789 when the con- 
test closed, end more are still coming in - you 
will notice there are recurring themes. One of 
the most common is, "I love my Mother because 
"P.C. Feud 
Ottawa, - Now it comes clear...the r ason, real 
or imagined, for former Prime Minister John 
Diefenbaker's lack of enthusiasm for Con- 
servative Leader Joe Clark. 
Think back 12 years to 1966 when former 
Conservative Party president Dalton Camp's 
campaign to topple Dief from the leadership was 
clearing the field for Robert Stanfleld. 
Ever the consummate actor, The Chief, 
shocked and shattered, idn't neglect o get off 
those memorable ines: I'll lay me down to bleed 
awhile and then I'll rise and fight again. 
But amid the dramatics he noted-and has long 
remembered-that Lowell Murray and Joe Clark 
were active in Dalton Camp's uccessful palace 
revolution• 
Lowell Murray, like Joe Clark, remained at 
work in the party's backrcoms after the coup, 
beth, at various times, as hands in Robert 
Stanfield's new leadership staff. 
Now Joe is leader-which to Dief appears to 
seem bad en0ugh-and has appointed Lowell 
Murray Conservative National Campaign 
The Sacred and the Profane 
she (first) loves (loved) me." To any person who 
is even remotely familiar with the Bible - 
especially the New Testament - his will have an 
almost sacred ring to it. 
When I was a boy, I heard about a barn nearby 
that burned. The farmer, in cleaning up after a 
fire, discovered a mother hen who, though 
burned to death, bad managed to save her chicks 
by shielding and protecting them with her own 
body. 
This, to me, denotes the essence of Motherhood 
in stark but beautiful simplicity. 
Many years later, when in the Canadian North, 
I learned of an Eskimo mother on southern 
Baffin who fought with herbare  hands and 
successfully retrieved her baby from the jaws of 
a polar bear who had snatched the child she was 
carrying from the hood of her parka. In those 
two instances I could see the common bond of 
Motherhood that exists not only among all races 
but also between different species - even between 
humans and animals. 
Behind the scenes of this year's Mother's Day, 
another and different drama was being enacted 
that, to me, says a great deal. I almost hesitate 
to reveal it in case some readers might hink it is 
just another commercial promotion. You'll just 
have to believe me or not... 
Ou wa Offbeat 
Count on seeing him, too, on platforms with 
Dan McKenzie of Winnipeg South Centre and 
Alvin Hamilton of Qu'Appolle-Moose Mountain, 
among other constituencies west of the 
Lakehead. 
Oddest thing of all is that the Conservative 
campaign-the "official" one, that is, the one 
directed by Joe Clark's erganization-seems to 
be making no use of Dief's talents. 
And this bothers him. • 
Enormously. 
The Old Chief-and those veteran loyalists who, 
like the early ~ettlers in the West, are closing 
their protective covered wagons around him-- 
lament that t,~e is the greatest campaigner of 
them all. 
His 1958 election record of 208 Conservative 
seats remains unchallenged. 
But Joe Clark, the campaign organizers, and 
the party's election strategists not only haven't 
offered-but infact denied-The Chief time on the 
networks. 
Chairman. They have made a point of not asking him to 
• hel in any way. 
• . . . . . . . . . .  . . , , .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .   Uave  gone  out  o f  y And that is more t , e Chief has ~ able: ~ ' :" their wa not to consult 
m take. qmet]y. • • ......................  . . . .  :":. "=': ~Idm, ~'". . . . . . . . . . . . .  much less ask ins advice. 
He m scofhng at the idea of Lowell Murray r,. o,. h . . . . . .  
organizing, much less winning, acampaign; and W'ith"re~re~"" 
while saying very little has done nothing to assisc ~,- ~--,, t.~'-,, ~;~ ho,,,~ ;,, ,,n,1,;,,a i~ ,,h~t l,M,~ 
Joe Clark personauy, him alive and active as ever at 82-Dief has taken 
While anything like a "rift" is being denied to running a parallel campaign. 
vigorously on all sides, there is a difference-of It all goes back to Dalton Camp ann, as Con- 
opinion-among the Conservatives onphilosophy, 
thrust and direction. 
Joe Clark allows it to appear that he is a lot 
closer to such "Red Tories" as Flora and David 
MacDonald than to such more right wing, and 
basically Conservatives, as Start Darling and 
Allan Lawrence. 
In fact, Dief seems to be mounting an election 
campaign of his own-independent al ogether 
from that of Joe Clark-in appearing at rallies for 
Mr. Lawrence in Northumberland-Durham, Start 
Darling in Parry Sound-Muskoka, nd David 
Crombie in Rosedale. 
Letters 
DearSir, with the country which 
It is disturbing in our time provides a living for them? 
and age to see Canadians Many of these 'landed ira- 
still desperately seeking an migrants' simply return to 
ident i ty - -not  knowing their own countries offer 'X' 
whether to join the U.S.A., number of years, or wait till 
divide up into Provincial retirement and then return 
The HERALD had, as our readers all know, 
promoted an, "I Love My Mother Because..." 
contest with the idea, lets be honest, of attracting 
much needed advertising sponsorship that would 
also allow us the newspage space to publish the 
letters of those who responded. That much is not 
news. However, the problems that were 
presented by the overwhelming results - and 
they were very much overwhelming - and how 
members of the staff attempted to cope with 
them, was, to me, little short of dramatic. Long, 
long past closing time, a handful of people 
worked, day after day, this past week, sorting 
the letters, arranging, transcribing them and 
hand setting them up in type- then• working 
equally long and hard to produce an attractive 
format and copy layout for as many as possible 
to be squeezed into the extra section of the paper 
- so as to disappoint as few mothers as possible. 
units or stay in the Com- 
monwealth with the 
Monarchy as  a unifying 
symbol. 
To many people the very 
term Canadian menus little. 
What is a Canadian? Are he 
servative Party President and Nova Scotia MP 
Bob Coates called it, "The Night of the Knives," 
in 1966. 
Incidentally it's not making things any easier 
for Coates in his riding-to-riding migrations, pop_ 
talking the constituency organizations and 
rallying the troops for the assault on the pous. 
Coates claims-perhaps hoping the wish will 
come true in time-that Joe Clark and Company 
any day now will recognize Dief as The Old 
Chief, full of honor and of. years, if only to get him 
out there huckstering on the hustings. 
i 
The happiestgirl on 
No one said it, but I could not help feeling that 
those who were putting in the extra hours of 
effort were strongly motivated by the touching 
tributes in the children~-s letters that bespoke 
their feelings towards those women who had 
given them life first, and unending love from 
then on. 
We know, all of us, and we know it all too well, 
there are mothers who are not the best examples 
of motherhood• We see examples of this from 
time to time - and it hurts all of us; perhaps 
because our senses find it incredible and we want 
to refuse to believe it. 
It is all the more timely, then, that, on this 
coming Mother's Day, 1978, we are able to 
witness uch a splendid outpouring of hundreds 
upon hundreds upon hundreds of Pttle letters 
written by little children, singing the praises of 
those they love - who first loved them;, ,, 
oUr block/  
Report from the Legislature b, Tony 
VICTORIA- The call for the establishment of a 
• British Columbia media council by Graham Lea, 
a former CBC broadcaster who represents 
Prince Rupert in the legislature, isone which has 
been echoed by MLAs on both sides of the house. 
And the MLA's concern is one which is shared 
by a great many British Columbians. 
also concerned about the good life they came to 
quality of Canadian schools- Canada to find. Each year WHISTLER TO EXPAND 
it wasn't just a matter of now Canada gets fewer VANCOUVER (CP)-- Gari- 
ncademiceducation-itwasa immigrants and more and heldi Lifts Ltd. announced 
m;tter of social education, more newcomers eem to plans Wednesday for a $5.6 
still think of Canada s a .  sour on us so quickly, million expansion at 
Province of the U.S.A." "PRO PATRIA" Whistler Mountain, British 
"The Canadian way of life is Columbia's largest ski 
all built on materialism-you WILL COMPETE resort. The plans call for the 
know a split-level house in a. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  construction of three new 
sterile suburb, two cars, that Miss Vancouver will chairlifts up the mountain's 
north face which has no lifts sort of thing--I didn't want represmt Canada at the 
that for my children." Miss Universe beauty at present. The lifts will he 
One returned to Italy said- pageant this July in Mexico connecting and passengers 
"I  hated the Canadian City. Andrea Eng, 22, will will have to take all three to 
Winters," and back home in substitute for Miss Canada, reach ,the mountain top. The 
Italy stated-"look at that Catherine Swing, who is lowest lift will originate at 
sun out there and you ask unable to compete in the the site of the proposed 
why I left .,C~aandal" international contest due to Whistler townsite, 1.5 
Finally, '~' a returned marriage plans. Miss Eng, a kilometres north of the 
Frencinnan said-"I missed commerce student at the present ski lift area. There 
theguodoookingofFrance." University of British Co- are currently two llfls up the 
"I was startled by the bland lumbia, placed second in the west side of the mountaia, 
taste of Canadian meats and Miss Canada pageant last 100 kilometres north of here. 
vegetables-you can't  find fall. 
goed vngetsbles in Canada.- C f 
theyareallbig, andalthongn B. .  Brie s 
they are all big, and although 
they look good, they don't DOCTOR APPOINTED " TO BUILD NEW PLANT 
have a lot of taste- the same VICTORIA (CP) - -  Health VICTORIA (CP) - -  The Do- 
goes for meat and fish-a Mlnkter Bob McClelland an- resz Tool Co. Ltd. has been 
lot's frozen and that kills the ncaneed Wednesday the ap- given a conditional incentive 
taste." ~, pointment of Dr. William A. grant of 206,888 from the 
"In Canada, tou, youwork Black to the staff of the Department of Regional 
and work at preparing and provincial public health Economic Expansion, the 
no mawr how hard you laboratory in Vancouver. federal government said 
work, ~u know the meal Black, 88, is currently with Wednesday. The gov- 
wont t~te as it would in the University Hospital and ernment said in a news 
France.~. the University nf Western release thecompany plans to 
This l~enchman was also Ontario in London, Ont. manufacture the ~vorld's 
surprised'and baffled by our TO BE TRIED first non-bearing tri-con( 
liquor laws-the prices of FORT ST. JAMES (CP) -  rock bit, to be used for 
wine and liquor, and he Brenda Mae Ann Prince was seismic, mining and water 
loathed the businesslike and committed for trial Tuesday well drilling. The company 
lust conscious nature of onachargeofeausingbedily will set up a now plant in 
Canad4an Restaurant  harm with infest.to wound. Prince Rupert and is ex. 
owners. So all the The charge was laid after pectedteemploy3Sworkers. 
aforementioned came to her father, Samson Prince, 
Canada, saw and did 67,was tabbed Nov. 7 on the Some species of petrels 
reasonably well for them- Necoslie Indian Reserve hardly ever return to land 
selves here--and then they near this central British except for nest-building 
left and returned to their Columbia town, purposes. ~ . 
Why immigrants leave Canada $u million 
them back to their native Canadian scene." " I  wan native countries-leaving the fo r  Whis t le r  
home. 
Much money leaves this 
country regularly and is sent 
home to relatives in Por- 
tugal, Italy, Greece, Malta, 
India, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, 
the Philippines, the West 
and his ancestors merely Indies etc. Many of these 
only voluntarily exiled immigrants also who live 
Europeans~'e~'~l  and work here are quite 
Canadians ~ our Native disgruntled with the way of 
life and culture here and 
form their own little Miianos 
ete within cities like Toronto, 
Edmonton and Vancouver. 
Let us look, then at some of 
the dissatisfactions, which 
have already driven some of 
Indians and Eskimns? 
How many Edropeans and 
others come over here and 
stay here for years, as 
landed immigrants, without 
wishing ever to take out 
citizenship so as to identify 
lands. 
A man, returning to 
Holland after 16 years in 
Canada, sald-"In Canada I
achieved everything I'd 
worked for." "But thin I 
looked around at whet I had 
and asked myself if I was 
really satisfied, and I had to 
admit, that I 'wasn't 
satisfied." I felt there was 
more to life than material 
success." "The Canadians 
were going so fast that in 
their haste they'd forgotten 
hew to live." "The driving 
force in Canada was always 
the dollar, and always there 
was the pressure of 
everyday life." "Here, in 
Holland people don't have 
personal problems, brought 
on by pressures eto- the 
Dutch people are more 
relaxed and controlled and I 
think they are happier•" 
A returning German said- 
"Here in Germany I can go 
to a nice inn and sit down and 
talk und have a few drinks." 
"In Canada it you try to do 
that, the waiter's on your 
back the whole time to get 
you to have another drink." 
"In Canada it's always a 
straight dollars and cents 
business." Canadians, too, 
live a superficial life-they're 
preoccupied with themselves 
and too busy making mousy 
and living up with. the 
Jonoses." They pretmd 
they're interested inyou, but 
they're not really-you could 
drop dead on the street, and 
they'd step over you and 
keep on walking." 
Someone, who returned to 
the U,K. eaid--"I had dif- 
ficulties making friends with 
Canadians--I found it hard to 
he~o/n ~.  part of the 
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Madrogor 
In 1976 the B.C. Conference on the Family 
recommended the formation of a monitoring 
team of concerned citizens to asses the media's 
influence on society and its values. 
The conference claimed that British Colum- 
bians have become desensitized by long ex- 
posure to violence and abberrations and are 
being taught that violence is a solution to 
problems. 
The report of theSpecial Senate Committee on 
the Mass Media in 1970 voiced similar concerns. 
It called for the establishment of a press 
council and urged media owners to think again 
about maxim~ing profits by skimping on the 
product. 
It also urged the Canadian Daily Newspapers 
Association to get together with the Canadian 
Association of Broadcasters tostudy the social 
consequences of advertising. 
Lea has called for community discussions 
before the formation of the council - a thought 
which is also expressed in the senate report. 
"Tell your local newspaper publisher you'd 
like him to organize a Community Press 
Council," says the report. "He might get a 
better idea of what his community expects from 
the paper - and you might find out that it's doing 
a better job than you think." 
Lea says the media is doing a superficial job in 
covering the B.C. political scene because 
reporters don't have the time or the education to 
do investigative r porting. 
And he says that even if enterprises genuinely 
don't make enough money to pay for in- 
vestigative reporters, that's a question that 
should be examined because misinforming or 
failing to inform the public is dangerous. 
Few British Columbians are totally satisfied 
with the media. Almost all have complaints in 
one area or~ another and all admit to being af- 
fected by the media but the don't quite know how 
or to what degree. 
Mrs. Connie Hawley, co-ordinator f the B.C. 
Correct for the Family, said that the delegated to
the 1975-76 Conference on the family expressed a 
feeling of helplessness about the forces which 
were directing them. One such force was the 
media. 
A media council, independent of the govern- 
ment and r.epresentative of the community, 
would help Snileviate that feeling by giving 
British Columbians some real power to influence 
what is being beamed at them. 
It could be a first step in finding out in what 
ways British Columbians are being changed by 
the media ndwill give them a chance to find out 
if the changes are for the better or worse. ', 
Transport Canada imput into 
crash inquest questioned 
BANKED SHARPLY 
The jet lifted off, passed 
over the snowplow, and 
dimhed to about 100 metres 
where, it suddenly banked 
sharply to the left, crashed 
and burned near the end of 
the runway. 
Wednesday's testimony 
revealed: 
--the left engine's thrust 
reverser was found deployed 
in the wreckage, which could 
account for the steep bank to 
the left. 
--the flight crow of Cap- 
tuln Chris Miles and co-pilot 
PeterVon Oort 
acknowledged a radio 
message from the Cranbrouk 
air radio station that a snow- 
plow was on the runway. 
--the flight crew did not 
give either Cranbrnok or 
Calgary air traffic control 
the required approach plan, 
and other PWA flights to 
Cranbrock have failed to 
report heir positions. 
PWA lawyer Eric Lane 
said he was surprised that 
Ryneveld would introduced 
as evidence the voice 
transcript between the jot 
and Cranbrook that was 
made by a PWA pilot from 
tape recordings. 
"We (PWA) thought'it was 
an in-hense document," said 
Lane. "It wasn't 
professionally prepared." 
KNEW CONVERSATION 
Harry Fcohe, manager of 
the Cranbrook air radio 
station, testified that where 
the pilot had marked "very 
faint transmission" on the 
transcript, he knew what the 
By BRIAN POWER 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) 
-- A lawyer for the coroner 
• conducting an inquest into 
the deaths of 43 persons in 
the Feb. 11 crash of a Pacific 
Western Airlines jet said 
Wednesday he couldn't 
understand why Transport 
Canada was not more in- 
volved in the inquiry. 
Dirk Ryneveld said in an 
interview that he introduced 
to the inquest a transcript of 
the final communicatiom 
from the Boeing 737 that was 
made by a PWA pilot 
because it was more legible 
than one given to him by 
Transport Canada. 
Transport Canada has 
been conducting an in- 
vestigation into the crash, 
one of Canada's worst, and a 
spokesman had estimated it
would be completed about 
the end of this month. 
Some of the results were 
presested to the six-man 
vJiUr~/eWednesday tl~ough a 
otaped televis ion 
program. 
"We certainly can't cross- 
examine this," remarkec 
coroner Dr. Alan Askey, 
nt ,...,~, '* the TV set. 
.~.,zed wn~ ~!'ore has not 
been more Tr~,:yport 
Canada input during the last 
three days of the inquest, 
Ryneveld said: "P leas (  
~n' t  ask me that, I've been 
asking myself the same 
qUTesosti•." timony to date reveals 
that PWA's flight 314 from 
Calgary made a normal 
landing in daylight at 
Cranbreok, where visibility words were. 
was limited to one kilometre Bill Brenner, lawyer for 
Boeing, questioned why the 
inquest was using such a 
transcript "when every word 
was critical." '
Guerrilla warfare 
pubhshers get grant 
Skimming, the council'~ 
literary officer, as saying 
that none of the council's 
money has gone toward 
publication of the manual 
by snow, but then tried to 
take off again while a 
snowplow was on the run. 
way. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The il's
Globe and Mail says a 
Vancouver publishing house 
has received an annual grant 
og $4#05 from the Canada 
Council a,d.. .has:.,  been because itwas written by a 
publishing'" an .... "urb~/n f0~iguer and the coundl 
guerrilla warfare" manual supports ~only Canadian 
authors. 
Pulp Press' production 
manager, Stephen Osborne, 
is quoted as saying that the 
Quebec and Newfoundland 
governments are among 
buyers of the manual• 
The newspaper says the 
manual explains the ob- 
jectives and characteristics 
of an urban guerrilla and 
various methods and tactics, 
such as terrorism and kid- 
napping. 
for four years. 
The newspaper says Pulp 
Press has published the 
manual, titled Minimanual 
o f  the Urban Guerrilla, 
which was written by 
Brazi l ian revolutionary 
Carlos Marighella, assassi- 
nated in 1969. 
R quotes Charles Lussier, 
Canada Council director, as 
m~dng he was not aware of 
• manual and does not 
mderee such material. 
It also quotes Roy Mac- 
Askey refused Brenner's 
request to have the tape 
played at the inquest, saying 
it would be too difficult to 
interpret, but lawyers could 
bear it on their own. 
Ryneveid said the tran- 
script was approved by Rod 
Poole, a transport ministry 
investigator. 
The Transport Canada 
video tape •showed the left 
engine's thrust reverser 
deployed in the wreckage. 
Reversers are located on the 
rear of jet engines and, when 
deployed on landing, change 
the direction of the engine's 
thrust to brake the airc~aR. 
"There is no question in 
the mind of the investigators 
that the (thrust reverser) 
doors were fully deployed 
prior to ground impact," 
said the program's narrator. 
COVER PULLED 
BCMP pictures introduced 
earlier showed the th, :t re- 
verse override switd, ,:over 
on the instrument panel was 
PWA crew did not message 
the estimated arrival time to 
either Cranl0rook or Calgary. 
Hanover said that at 12:47 
p.m. the aircraft 
acknowledged his message 
that a snowplow as on the 
runway, and nothing further 
was heard from the airplane 
until it suddenly landed. 
GiVE PLAN 
Frederick Lowe, air traffic 
control chief st Calgary, 
testified that at airports with 
air radio stations, pilots 
should contact he operator 
and give an approach plan. 
The transcript of messages 
contain o advisory from the 
jet on its approach. 
Fooks aid there have been 
occasions when other PWA 
pilots have landed without 
first reporting their 
positions, which would tell 
the station when the plane is 
arriving. 
Cranbrook's air radio 
station provides pilots with 
information such as weather 
pulled, and runway use. The PWA 
Witnesses have testified plane was guided from 
that the aA'ey.~ft took off Calgary until it neared 
properly after aborting the Cranbreek, where the flight 
landing, which ~,auld in- crowwas given clearance to 
dicatea sudden mal~hnction approach the airport and 
land at their discretion. of the reverser. 
Erule Hanover, Cra~brco~, 
air radio operator at the time 
• of the crash, testified he was 
told by a Calgary controller 
that the flight would arrive 
at 1:05 p.m, MST. The jet 
The inquest continues. 
WORM IS INDUSTRIOUS 
The Bombyx m0ri silk- 
worm is cultivated in silk 
crashed at 12:55 p.m. farms_and produces a fine 
A transcript introduced white filament as much as 
Wednesday showed that the . 1,500 years 10rag. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Defence 
Minister Barney Danson, 
'who has proposed an anti- 
terrorist squad, says he 
hopes Canadians will not 
over.react o terrorist ac- 
tivities uch as the killing of 
Italian leader Aide More. 
"I would hate to see us 
walk around with body- 
guards," he said Wed- 
nesday. "I would rather take 
my chances." .- 
However, the minister, an 
abolitionist, said capital 
punishment for terrorists 
should be carefully con- 
sidered. 
Terrorists have kid~ppad 
people like More in atter:'_.~ ~ 
to get other terrorists freed 
from jail, he said. If there 
Cessna 
search 
ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (CP) 
- -  RCMP searched Wed- 
nesday for two persons 
aboard a Cessna 182 aircraft 
which was reported missing 
May 4. 
Police said the plane with 
Howard Williams, 56, and his 
wife Janlce, 39, aboard, took 
off from a private field. 
A flight plan was not filed 
and poHee said the circum- 
stances urrounding the dis- 
appearance indicate the 
couple was in a hurry, with 
most of their possessions loft 
behind. 
A police spokesman said 
the investigation was being 
dealt with as a missing 
persons case rather than a 
crash. 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will make this model the 
most popular in its class. $1pT~q0 Yamahas today/ 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4946 6roig Dealer Liconco Number 02013A 635-5929 
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Anti-terrorist squad proposed 
were no terrorists to free, 'proposal is being studied by Danson said the Mid. 
political kidnappings might 
be reduced. 
Danson said he has been 
"subject o threats" but he 
has dismissed them. 
PROPOSED SQUAD 
The defenee minister pro- 
posed an anti-terrorist squad 
last November to deal with 
problems such as aircraft hi- 
jackings. His proposal came 
after a successful attempt by 
West German commandos to
rescue passengers held 
captive by terrorists on a 
l~thaesa jet in Mogadishu, 
Somalia. 
The anti-terrorist squad 
I 
'~J'Y~tPP E R LOST 
FORT ST. JAMES (CP) - -  
A search and rescue team 
from Prince George and two 
RCMP members were 
searching the bush area 80 
kilometres northwest ofhcre 
Monday for an iS-year-old 
trapper missing since April 
30. Victor Aslin, of Fort 
Babine, went missing while 
returning from a trapping 
expedition.with hisfather. A 
police spokesman said 
Clifford Aslin searched for 
two days on his own and the  
walked out to Granisle, to 
report his son missing. 
I 
an interdepartmental group. 
Danson and members of the 
group are saying very little 
about the study, but an in- 
formant said problems uch 
as aircraft and train 
hijackings arc being studied. 
napping and killing of M etO, 
a former Italian p i '~ l~,  
was more a poltcepmMm= 
than a "task of a ~! 
force." A special fOr~ m01d 
have been used to . rme~ 
Moro if police had found him. 
The Lazelle Medioal Centre 
is pleased to 
.o  
ANNOUNCE 
DR.  CATHERINE 
REILKOFF • • 
will be rejoining the 
. . ' • ' , "  . . ,o r  
medical staff Mon . . .  
May 23, 197B 
 cla  Aras 
Numberl 
in  lPeov  h ' i 
/o 
J Iut year. 
! 
t ~ 
Thanks to • :i£ . . . / . ,  : - .  , ,  • 
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;! 
You sure see a 
lot of them aroundl 
Find out why before youbuy. 
Look at our Great Little Carl 
eo eee  • J oee le  seo  oee  • o o o o o e e o l o * l e o l e e  oo*  • e e o e  • ! eo*oe l  ' • ea  
SKEIENA AUTO METAL  SHOP • LIrD. 
4842 Hwy.  16 Went  880 ,61111 
Dea ler  L laonce No .  00S91"£/  ~i~* i[, ~, , 
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• ' + ++ t Regional  soccer set for active season of-. p lay 76 ers+ baske .- win Philadelphia '76era, often victory over Washington 
• " referred to as the best Bullets. 
Kitimat and District 
Soccer Association 
by Frank Verde 
Mens Soccer Season 
opened Saturday May 6th 
with Eurocan trouncing 
Blaekpoul United 11 - 0. 
Eurocan led 5-0 at half time. 
Scoring for Euroean were F. 
Cabral with 5 goals, G. Couto 
4 goals, M. Couto I goal and 
D. Halloway with 1 goal. 
Sunday May 7th at 2:00 
p.m. ~twas another one sided 
game with Moan beating 
A.W.T. Kitimat 12-0. Score 
at half time was 5-0. Souring 
for Alcan were S. Brady with 
6 goals, S. Batty 4 goals, G. 
Brady I goal and J. Salema 
with I goal. 
At 6:00 p.m. in Terrace, B. 
Dorrington, J. Raposo, N. 
Kollias all scored 2 goals 
each, and P Creig I goal to 
give the Terrace Team a 7-1 
win over Fun Centre. C. 
Gallants scored for Fun 
Centre. 
In Kitimat, by far the 
closest game of the weekend 
saw Luso Canadian beat 
Kitimat Village 3-1, Luso led 
2.0 at half time. Scoring for 
Luso were Dante with 2 
goals, andJ. de Matos 1 goal. 
A. Grant scored for Kitimat 
Village 
Lacrosse 
opens West 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) - -  
Kevin Alexander scored on a 
power play with 30 seconds 
remaining to give Nanalmo 
Timbermen a 14-13 win over 
Coquitlam Adanaos in a 
Western Laerosse 
Association game Wed- 
nesday. 
The 670 fans had watched 
Alexander seore six goals 
earlier in the game. 
Coquitlam had scored five 
straight goals in the third pe- 
riod to tie the game 13-13 on a 
goal from Bruce Shipley. 
Nanaimo had led 4-3 after 
the first period and 10-? after 
the second. 
Brian Evans scored two 
goals for Nanaimo while 
singles came from Rick 
Sage, Bob Avender, 
King, Bob Cool, and Pete 
Rushton. 
TournamentPlayoffs: June l7,10, 2$. Final: Ju ly  f i r s t  . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .......~.........~..;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;~..~.........~..~:.;.~...;~;.;.;.;.;~......~:...:...;~;.;~v.~...::..:.~.:~.~..:~.~.;.;~;~;';.~:.:~:.:.:~ .:.: '..:~. :~ 
~:::::':':"""";:":""':" .................................................. ~';c~ulei~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ +!~, 
HOME AWAY DATE DAY TI, i~ ~+ 
Eurocan Blackpool May 6, 70 Sat. 6:00 p.m. " 
Alcan AWT May 7, 70 Sund 2:00 p.m.'? 
Terrace Fun Centre May 7,78 Sun. 6:00 p.mv 
Village Luso May 7, 78 Sun. 6:00 p.m. 
AWT Terrace May 13, 78 Sat. 6:00 p.m~. 
Fun Centre Village May, 14, 78 Sun. 2:00 p.m. 
Blackpool Alcan May 14, 78 Sun. 6:00 p.m..: 
Luso Eurocan May 14, 78 Sun. 6:00p.m./ 
Fun Centre Luso May 20, 78 "Sat. 6:00 p.m..~, 
Terrace Black~ool May 21, 78 Sun. 2:00 p.m.~ 
Village AWT May 21, 70 Sun. 6:00 p.m. 
Luso Alcan May 27, 78 Sun. 6:00 p.m. 
Blackpool Village May 20, 70 Sat. 6:00 p.m. 
Eurocan Terrace May 20, 78 Sun. 2:00 p.m¢ 
AWT Fun Centre May 29, 70 Sun. 6:00 p.m~ 
Village Eurocan June 3, 78 5us. 6:00 p.m.]:. 
AWT Luso June 4, 70 Sat. 6:00 p.m. 
Terrace Alcan June 4, 70 Sun. 2:00 p.m.~ 
Fun Centre Blackpool June 4, 78 Sun. 6:00p.m. 
sun. 6:00 p.m.' 
,]? 
i 
Blackpool AWT June 10, 78 Sat. 6:00 p.m." 
Eurocan Fun Centre June 11, 78 Sun. 2:00p.m. 
Alcan Village June 11, 78 . Sun. 6:00 p.m. 
Luso Terrace June 11, 78 Sun. 6:00p.m. 
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. 
(AP) -- City police may have 
thought they were seeing 
ghosts when a car zipped by 
them, doing 125 kllometres 
an hour with no sign of a 
driver at the wheel. 
When, after a high speed 
chase through residentia] 
streets, police finally caught 
up with the fleeing car, they 
found no phantom, just a 
short 3-yearold boy. 
The pint-sized ear thief, 
whose name was not 
released, managed to elude 
patrol cars in this Detroit- 
area community for several 
blocks, leading them 
wrong way down a one-way 
street before ramming a 
fence and abandoning the 
vehicle. 
When police caught up 
with the culprit, he admitted 
stealing the car from a gas 
station and driving it. 
Police said the boy was so 
short he had to peer between 
the spokes of the steering 
wheel as be drove. 
N 0T l0 E 
GARBAGE CLEAN UP during 
Clean-up Week designated 
May 15thto May 19th, 1976. 
Spring 
Dist r ic t  of Terrace,  Publ ic Works Depart.  
ment,  w i l l  p ickup ext ra  garbage and refuse 
free of charge,  f rom Monday,  May  15th to 
Fr iday ,  May  19th, 1976. (Spring Clean.up 
Week) 
This service does not include car bodies, or 
stumps. Kindly arrange to have this extra 
garbage and waste materials set out on 
your regular pickup day between 8:00 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. If possible, have garbage and 
waste materials in plastic bags or cartons to 
assist in the picking up. No industrial 
waste. 
HE WAS A BUSY MAN 
Ke, The British Methodist r t tc : ' ro l r ' l " / ' tc  " r I :DDA/ ' I :  
Pete C h~le=s W..esleyo wrote a total . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
CANUCK + 
TRU¢-K 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, % Tons, 
1/2 Tons, Suburbans,. 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
. . . . .  • ,.' ii. , *  • 
. , . .  . , , .  
contact Terrace Agent:, 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 6364941 
Dealer License Number 14924 Terraoe, D.D, 
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Nat iona l  Basketba l l  
Association team money can Philadelphia got the job 
buy, stuck with their money done witl~ Julius Erring, 
players Wednesday night DougCe]iins, Caldwe;!jor, cs
and it paid off with a t07-94 and Henry Bibby 
_ . __ . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
According to our 
 mers, it's the 
Test drive a Honda today at 
.... TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
]E-IOl%TD2~ Des ler Licence Number 02066A 
• . .  - .  . , . .  . 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N I ESH. 624.6203 Prince Rupert 
SKEEHA CRANE 
SERVICES LTn. 
TERRACE 638-1555 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS.°. 
Mest Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.I NDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 0.6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 63$-7417 
• M O U L D E D  C O U N T E R T O P S  • 
SERVICE K.%wooo 
I~ANIWENTURE 
MERCURY ,~.,s) YmAnd IT~T~m • 
'oo'::r~ " DO.UHdIII . . . . .  ..,,,o ...~..~. , . I  
m ")• (ohaun saws) ,nE,.,.,o=, ~ABINETS 
Hours: Mort.- Sat. S-~ e~NCS~;V~NU.Ca.C. V,L 3,s (~OnlV~lUO I.m. 
. Dealer Licence ." Bus. se4.14eo 4946 6reg Number mO13A . 63U 6929 .=s. ,o=.==a, ~REE. SSTI.ATES 
I : ' : G i i 'ENN (:ARSON .~31 i~ j~. . j , . . . . ;  FREE 
| 3092HWY. 16EAST, ' WALLY LEFEBVRE ESTIMATES I I TERRACE, 6.C. . ' '  PHONE fBO4~635 3863 
e V~3N5 " " " "Call evenings 63S.4600 I
r^me and t ry  our exceli 'ent 
~e~ elect ions of 
~:~'~:~" i '  cheeses and ~ ~i :~ 
[ HA IRCONDIT IONING+ MANICURE : L  f lu .h iNd  OoH "t /~i i ! i  I~I'~'+:+:~'~+IP' i , +  - -I STYLING . " • HOTWAX DEP ILAT ION i 
I (NO CUTTING)  . ~ (1918) Ud. ~i . . i~  
I N0.12-3624 Kaium St. .++. Phone 635-4788 
J (Sunnyhill Trailer Park)• 4623 Lakelse Phone 635.283~~: / i ?  JV  
• • .  . .  
I 
' , .  • " '+  . 
Telex 047-85586 . i . ~  . (604)635-7163 
ilouhanaq Xuooiatu 
Oonsullini 0ivil Engineers : 
• British Oilumbia Land S urvelors 
• , .  ; /  , . .  , . . . , ,  
205-46i0 a azelie A~,e.; :Terrace, B.C. 
Canada .VSG IS6•" 
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I 
SUZUKI • II0torqales and 
aooessories!inl itook N0Wt 
• I ' . ,  
. . , . 
m 
T e r r a ~ s  Ltd, 
4539 Grelg • 635.6.304 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCEI 
im 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-6195 
ANSWERING 
• PAGING OR 
MONITORING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
,4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG 1V5 
MR, BUSINESSMAHiZ 
This Space IsReserved 
For Your Ad, 
Call us at rG3§.63§7 9 to 5 
.o .  
t , 
Team Canada called 
Agar park hosted the 
mighty midget battle bet- 
ween the Wedeen RIv~ and 
Northern Drugs Mosquito 
teams made-up of 8 and 9 
year olde. 
Wedeene must have had 
some trouble; Northern 
Drugs dumped them 19-6. 
At.the end of the first in- 
ning, of six, the game was 
scoreless. Weight fell to the 
Northern Druggers in the 
second inning when they 
scored 5points with Wedeene 
scoring only I run. 
The third inning let Nor- 
th~n run away with it. the 
score at the end of the third 
inning was I0 to 5. A slight 
recovery from their losing 
battle by the Wedesr~, team 
put the score at 10 to 6: Fifth 
inning the Nor.them team 
walked out front in con- 
fidence~, they had a 15 to 6 
lead by the end of theat in- 
ning. 
Final score, again, t9 to 6 
I 
SYSTEM STUDIED 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The' 
Canadian Pharmaceutical 
• Association "is studyin~ a 
universal system for 
providing information to 
health practitioners, gov- 
J [  ~ ernments and consumers, "Team y ...... :....';..l~esident-~Bob.Yo~aton,of, 
. . . .  . . . .-."~'-~,"~"~;:,?.~.~:;: },fOneton, l~.B~saidMouday.. 
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.Mosquito League spawns leading team 
ilk , t 
in favour of the Northern James Th~rien, Kip Lind- Brenden Chicoine, Michael Lawrence S'mlth, Dave 
Drug team, " say, Michael Power, Arden Chr i s tensen ,  Donald  Perkins, Michael Kennidy 
Coaching the Wedeene Mutschke, DwayneLutz, and Chr i s tensen ,  Dav id  (Jr.), and Danny Evans. 
River team were Dick Latta Blair Lutz. Kirkaldy, Lawrence Stalls, Baseball games are 
and Earl Mutschke. The . Leading the winning team Fraser Sutherland, Mike usually handled on Friday at 
fourteen players were: in coaching were Gordon Biagioni, Tony Hildebrand, ,~r  park. The Moiglull~. 
Richard Blanes, ToddLatta, Keanedy and Bob and Randy GUy Sebastion, W. Turner, leaguei~foryou~g~ter~aged . 
James Mutsehke, Ernie LeBlan¢. T revor  Shannon, Paul 8 and 9. Game lime, 8:30 
Hubbard, Michael Schmidt, The eighteen players on Boucher, Dean MacNeil, p.m. 
Graham Fleet, Donald the Northern Drugs team 
Sullivan, Roger Sullivan, were: Rick LaLonde, 1"" . - .~" '~- - "~- - " "~ i - I~]~.~" I  
I The  L ight  ~ V ~ V ~  0 
I 
~ t h e  I By  Steve Pearson 
[ The average  teenager  cleans his  room weak ly .  
HONI)h  " * * I The good th ing  "bout  today 's  music  is that  i f  the 
I acoustics are  bad,  you don' t  know , i t .  
,' • * * ' 
@ i When your kid doesn't have the last word, the con. I 
i versation isn't over yet. I 
I 
', • Success doesn't always to the head. Sometimes it 
~ X ~  i goes to the mouth, g° I 
I , * . I 
I 
! Remember when a Saturday Night Special was a bath, I 
I nol a weapon? " " 1 I 
Test dr ivea Hondat (x l~ at  , * * ' I You'll clean up any day at TERRACE I 
TERRACE HONDA SALES | 
• ~ 4842 Hwy.16 West I .APPLIANCE .| 
Terrace, B.C. VTG 1L8 I 
635.65710r635-4325 [S top  in 3225 EMERSON. ____~.  
' I-XO1MD2~k Dealer Licence Number02066A - - - - : - - - - -  " " '=  
i By MEL SUFRIN whom had any previous " ,t------------~-- 
CP Sports Editor internatioanl experieece. ~" ' ~. i~-  -~ --..~"" ~ '~ 
Pl~AGU1~"(CP)--With"T~astyear'ateamended ~{ ; ' "' " " "`'' '  ing . _  o T_ u,w,Ooor.-- [ ]'" 
Canada has a good chance don't think it proved we're ' " : / :'" '~ '~ " " 
for a bronze medal at the learning anything abow ""PROBABLY THE BEST" 
world hockey championship playing World hockey," said 
although it  can no longer Marshall Johnston, Team. ~: 
finish with as many points as Canada's- assistant coach. • 
last year's team. • He suggested that in their i 
In Vienna, the Cana¢ilans determination not to 
ended upwithaG-3.lrecord, retaliate and take bad : " '~'[ 
representing13 points, plnsa penalties the Canadians are • AR BROILED STEAKS . 
reputation for truculence making progress. 
that earned them the "Andifweareabletohave ¢ '736  ~ ,~-~,  
nickname Team Ugly. continuity, which we have : . "  ~. '  . .. ;'! 
They were only two points with several players this ' " ' '  1 " ' ' 
behind Czechoslovakia year, it's quite possible a " - -~ . : - - - "~,  ~, . .,e===:=~; .;; ~; /m)~/~, / ,~  ~.~-S.~.,~/,,~ 
WhiCh won the tournament, nucleus.wg]bnlldupthatwJff 
and a point behind Sweden in make a big tiff/at, ease." " " I~ 'il 
second place and the Soviet Sln c, e !he dazes, .of the 11~ .. ~ , . . - -  • . I I  I :pAT I IRF  ]l  " 
Union in third, wens cnampionsmp wzi II ' " II . . . . . . . . .  l i  
• • i l  I - -  .L~ This year the . . . .  Canadians always conflict with the pro . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... ~, . . , ,~ 
havea4.4recordwithgames ' hockey playoffs m North ~ It .... i . . . . . .  • America, reventingCanada II ~ ' ~ , g II' t;nar-tsroited bteak . $3.39 ']1 
to play against P . . . , , . 
Czechoslovakia tonight and f~mer~.v~:~ad~ngli~ufl~t I1" ~ ~,  ~ . . ~  M ' ~ ,  ~ t U Including: BAKED POTATO II 
Sweden on Sunday. A win p. y , . gr ' P li ~11 -~- -~ ~ ]~" :~ "~ ~L CHOICE OF SALADS 'and ~] ~ 
over the Swedes will earn ox experience may be the ~ ' • ~.~:~.~.  DRESSINGS GARLIC TOAST 
Canada a third-place finish only way the Canadians will ~ ~ II ,=  ~ ~  J r • 
regardless of what happens ever have a chance to win i[ if ~ ;~;~ J iM  . ~'# II . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  I i  
b~;Canada - ,ffi .. Canadas n atHena . ) 'E  ~,: '" " ..... " ~:/''" ' ; "~'~ " "~ '~-~- - , ;  ........ ' "~  " 
)IEL_'_'~'-.___,.=_ .~t . ;~ I t _ .~u.~, .  . . . . .  =.~"~*~=Canadlansin I I  ~ L ~II , !~. ~ ' T ~ I ~ " ' / ~ '  ~: ~11- :~~r f f lmpw. .umuu-" : ,  ~ . . . . . .  ~e~.~x,-,:-- . .  
t , ' z~numuvm~,u ,  . - .mum~q~ , ,~-y~.  . . . . . .  . . JM  ' l II " IE~* 'V - -  - " ~ k n i i  i B V  • I~- ' l  $1 • IL .  . • " ' " .. i" ' ' " ~ ~ J  
for its third consecutive tille, beszc skills and discipline. ~ .;. .~___.._)(. ~r -.e ".'--~ ' II L~-t~ , E l l  l i t  . L  ;'¢! ~ . ,  , .  _,._ c ,~, : ._  Dinner - - - -  '~  
has an 8-0 record while the Butnotinemotion, andinthe ~ II ~. '~. '~ ~ i i  I" ~ ,~/  , II jumuu a,,,,,,,v :~a.aY II 
Soviet Union is 7-1. Itsonly longrun, that could give the ,, ,,====~, , ~- - " r "  ~ %'~'~"~ "q l -  ~ .~. /  : II . . . . . . . .  II 
defeat was a 7-5 loss to Canadians an ~ge. I] , • " " . . . . .  ~ ii ~ ""  ~ II  Lnoppea tleeT L~lrnner $1.79 11 
Czechos lovak ia .  Evea  ff the  Overhere ,  i t sa  mat tero f  II " " ' " " n " . . . .  ~ l i  f l Pe1"A l l l~a ls ,  r ' r  ' !  " , "  ~b ' . • ' 
Czechoslovakians lose tc prestige to play fcr your'na- ~ "1 I I t I ,~  II I l l=Ol~tUK~l~/  . " .~ • TheMlkeburger $1.59 111 
Canada, it can wrap up the tioeal team--not necessarily ' ~" ... [ I , I I ~ ~ " . :' '~ ' ~ - " ' 
.................................. i l  I , , I , ' ff ' < :g~l~;~ b CANADIAN FOOD /. l . . . . . . . . . . . .  =,,o o. ......... . ....... li 
crown oy  Beat ing  me r igs -  l u ryutw cu.u.tr3--u,.~,,u=© =t l i  . ' l i  " " m . . . .  I . .  ... " .e_____~e "~e . .  I I  
o~-,o o , .o ; .  , , .  ~ , . .dov  Groves YOU're me nest. I I  • I I  ' • t ~ - -  "~"~"- " - - " - - "~ ' - - ' " - - - "  °,~L~)s=S~ "" E"'R--]~(~O]R,D " I IL , 10 a .m.  to 1 a .m.  Monday-Saturday . -  . , , 
@ 
LAKELSE 
t HOTI IL .  ,1..m.,o" p.m. Su"d'Y 1 In the ev . . 
beat Sweden and the Cz&~hs ~, .  '"" ,, II II II 
go into their final game with drop ,r game i ,~ . / J ,  __ , ~  ~1~,, • ~"~PT~ION~? R [ ". ~ b  :PHONE 636 6111 .or D Canada, teams would i (/f(~44' ~ WEDDING RECE 8-t recorctS.would need noCZech°sl°vakiamore th n a nosUAT. .  =aOT,=C ~' 4642 Lazel le West  of  0FTK- | '~ l  even on points, the pladngs CATERING ~ ; "  - -  ~ I I I , , , L . . -  
are ,determined on t h e . . ~ - ~ o ~   sanamanl,, results of the games played , ~ ) " ~ ' ~  DANCING sPAcE  AVAILABLE ~1~1~ l lakespearea ,  ~sum 
between the two .  ,~%=) , ,~  .. ~..-, 
goal spread in their two '~t ]~ '~ '~ ' J -~ J  • ' 
meeth~s as well .as on . ~ 1 ~ ~ / ~  INTERNATIONAL'cuISINE i F O R M A L  D I N I N G  
poi,ts, the one with the.best tf J~e~,,~..~Jlr.,~3r • MeN.SAT.  " 5 PM "~ "~1 ' PM ~ ~ - ' ' " ' I Mon-Thur-8a.m,-12p,m. 
for-and-against, record for ~ l ~ i l l ~ "  
the .whole to~i iment fin- "~ v '~ l~,~"  II I~ e .~_O. .  1 ~m o.W. " " ' "  ~"""  rri-,,,,-,,~.m.-,a.m. o 
c=~o,ov~a,~us-  . ~ : Pho lm4~lS-8141 f Make~; ;~; ;~er~a; ;n~; ; ; ; ;  r 2~TY 0TR.  CLOSED ' " 
in that  column while the ~-~,  ,~--~ U.S.S.R;~la plus 27, SWeden "~. . .~ I~f~. , . '~-~. ,  _ ~4620 Lakelse  Avenue IL 5 - 10 SUN." Reservations 
~us ~n~ and Ca=da ~l,s I/i/~IW//I~VV~.(/I~ L - - - . .~====~====~-- - - - -~-=- - .~  p,m, p,m, , 632-3636 
Since this year's Canadian " 
team, despite its relatively Te, t~,,~ t,, ,~n . . . .  Take Morn out for a MOTHERS DAY , 
cannotgentlemanlYmr.ten b:ehaV~.~p , Welcome"Wagonhos't~ss: Buf fe t  Breakfast ' beefp bottle ] x  
production of last year ' s  8 a.m. - I1 a.m. 
" l -b  i t  z.-.i~e8 the nuest lon of  Lynn H ickmin .  630-0427 
w~er  the ri ~ decision Lois Mohninger-635-5309 : ii 
was made in abandon ing  • Sunda, ,Ma]~ 
.many of the veterans in fa- 
vor of youthful talent, few of , 1 
FRIDAY SHOPPERS SRE01AL i 
,oa,,'.,Tof,ork--,h =.,. S..': 
Fresh Oarrots . 
Green Peas ' . . 
Deverage and Dessert Inoluded 
. o .o ,~=o, . . . , . . ,  . . . . .  , o , .o , . , ,~ ,=. ,=- , .~om ~ j j .  .. , ' " 
Robeach' English Bay and Stanley ParkDriw.lnlobby dbeel~rklng. . . . . downtotm.=hoppingwllhln,: ~ b '  " a i-9151 1 ' block~. 125 attrKllvely appolnm:l a r.,con~tloned r(mm~ dmllO~ emclmcy _d n,~ .~d,~,,.~_S~o~L~hP~,~.=.,~=nmO~,.~S~.~.~M~ ~ Reservations ~¢tor  up until S p .m- -~ 
_WED,-SUN, ~ 
4836 Hwl, 16 W, ~ -__ _ § a.m.-1 a,m, 
.% 
- I 
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0000000000000000000 
• HANNEL / ' - :  L"~'~ ~'::~ 
O~]~'~ REALTY" ~ ~  • 
i • 
• OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS • 
• ' " KiTiMAT • 
: "The Performers" • : 
• HOMES'FOR SALE • 
• . . • 
• d-4a- Houblowudo Uo.b.llo Homo* 
= 4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement 
0-27 Finch - IV, Storey Revenue 
O 76 Carlson'. Large Prestige Home • 
• d-2O - 2 Bedroom Mobile Home : 
38-863 - Labakas Carpeted Condo, • 
• ...... ~ . . . .  i i'~'~:~! °~'~ " "~1~ O UnJt : 
- " i BROCK : - " 
i COMING :: 
Birch cabinetryandbutcherblockcounter tops damp cloth and occasional applications of years and cabinets need only semi-a.nual • DOUGLASCHANNEL"PERFORM8" : 
give this kitchen its elegant good looks and ease mineral oil will keep butehe block beautiful for waxing.  
of maintenance features. A quick wipe with a g_ WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: AP .AISALS.PRoPemwA=.e r 
KITDHENS TO KID'S ROOMS - .oo<,Ho,, . e Is:lib Cmle! • CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERI/iCE I I  
• ' " While you re busy fixing O MORTGAGEADVlCE : GOOD DESIGN AND PLANNIHG PAY up your home this spring, don't overlook your dog's ~ and ' 
domain. ~ ASSISTANCE • 
~?hatdoes a kid's room birch plywood, he teenager's collections is one of them•st ver- material, Jupiter said, ~t 'e  an,, neces~ar,, re O _ , • 
and a kitchen have in fashioned clean-lined and an adult's satile cabinet woods. For ,,h~,,,~ ..... a ;,. ;;,.~,~.~^ ' . . . .  -' " .' " I I  uon t Fool Around With Half A Service 
.,,~,..~,,~.,,-._,=o,~v~Ao~u== pairs; then clea~D your ~ TalkToAFu ServiceRealEs+ateOflic e common? Not much on twin beds and an possessions. Each of the his client, byremoving an =,u ,~ ~,uws ozz me zmu h ~ -ad out with hot ~ We . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the surface and, in fact, "everything wa l l "  of components of the "wag" adjacent wil of an unused craz[smansmp" "" L" -.==--,t: " " ua.-= pooc. s "P " "i cleaner " - -  ~ l.lr=, nero ro neup You- i"romss onally ~ . • water and pine o1 . at first glance, these two movable modular can be moved, used alone maid's room, the The fact that it virtually Id ru with a • 
rooms appear to be the cabinetry for storage, or added to as the designer combined the lasts a lifetime and Replace that o g • CAN WE SELL YOURS? - -  JUST TRY US • 
most dissimilar pair in display, work and en- situation requires. So, newly opened space with doesn't need a lot of at- nic.¢ new one and Rover will _ 
the house, tertainment equipment, when it's time to leave the existing kitchen and tention or upkeep makes be in c lover !  ~ • • O • • • • • • O O O O O O O O  
But, according to Jay The wall units illustrate the nest, the wall's tid it all togethei" with it a favorite." • ' • • 
Jupiter, New York the attention to detail and components.can move too-to-ceiling cabinets, mm•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••n•••••••••••••••u••••••••i•• 
custom cabinet maker, The cabinets, all as sense of design. Func- too, or jsut as easily be 
the two rooms have much tion, beauty, durability used in another par  of carefully finished inside 
in common -- beginning and ease of maintenance the hurse. Maintenance as out, are equipped with 
needs?Pa~ewith child'sand storageroom, are all combined in the requirementss are adjustable shelves to 
birch wail. A chest of minimal--a semi,annual accommodate every kind 
like a good kitchen, says drawere, a desk, .waxing and regular of storage need, from' 
Jupiter, must be bookshelves, closed and dusting will do the trick linens and serving 
pleasant, inviting, ac. open cabinets are the and birch, like other equipment to dinner and 
co•••date  several wall's components, hardwoods, is easy to glassware, a's well as 
functions and provide Space for clothing repair--scratches, nicks foodstuffs. Beautiful 
space for the various storage, homework, art and spills can all be thick' slabs of butcher 
activities carried out in p ro jec ts ,  . read ing ,  successfully , block cover, all counter 
it. Two of his in- collections and his TV camouflaged, tops and extend as a 
stallations illustrate how and audio equipment is center island. The island ] i  nv • w, , , . ,  . , , . ,  • i 
good design, planning ]provided in the units. The kitchen illustrated is perfect for preparing i" 
and the use of free hard- And bestir all, the birch also uses versatile birch, large dinner parties, and m i ~ ~  
wood, 'natdre's versatile components will live a which is a natural for the forevery day use, makes 111;~~~ .... -~ 
naterial, can solve long and fruitful life new, fashionable light a spacious but intimate 111 .-- ' .... "= ........ ~:'<~ ....... " .  
decorating problems all thanks to the material look because its smooth, family dining place. B = ! ~ ~ ~  
through the hours.e itself,and the tight grain allows it to Fold-up directors' chairs B ] ~ I ~  
In this child's bedroom, timelessness of the clean take a clear lacquer provide comfortable 
Jupiter disigned and built design. As he grows, the finish; just perfect.for the table s~ating and corn- B_ I ~ ~ ; ~  
a handsome, functional wall that held a child's kitchen. Because the plete the " setting. = .=xcL es3 5oo7 McRae St. 
room that will ."grow" treasures will just as material also accepts [] Lovely residence, two 
with the child. Using efficiently hold a most stains uniformly, it On the choice of B finished floor of over 2000 
MLS 2900 2678 Clark Dr.' 
REDUCED from $~,000 to' 
$42,500 and open to offers. 
Two homes for,the price of Reduced In price to $35,000111 
one almost. A 3. bedroom residence with attach•el NEWLY LISTED AT 4120 and owner will consider all11 offers on this well built11 
garage plus a two bedroom BENNER ST. This ap- duplex. Two bedrooms •
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11sq. ft. wrap around patio, compact home alongside to pealing home just wlthkltchens, living rooms:  
,• two f ireplaces, two. brlng in revenue. Main redecorated haS 1,200sq.ft. and bathrooms. Concrete 
11bathrooms, l iving room residence for an owner has spacious living room dining rlngwall, drilled well, new11 ~
land  family room. 5 car- 1060 sq. ft. with separate room and kitchen with septic tank, some ap.11 
11peted bedrooms, attractive utility, nice kltcherl and built-In range and oven. pllcances included. Good• 
11exterior of brickwork and living room. Inqulre for Full basement has second revenue property in central 11 
11cedar with white stucdo, moredetallsonthlsspeclal • . location in Thornhlll. _m 
111Good value for $65,000. listing, bathroom, 4th bedroom 
• ' plus an entertainment 
room with secerid fireplace 
and newly constructed red 
vinyl settees .which stay 
with the home. Workshop 
in basement plus single ~ossen ~reek, clean well_== 
carporJ. Residencelsonan constructed 2 bedroom 
i • MLS 298 2504 Craig Dr,.  Excl. 825 2407 Pear St. 87'x146' lot and an ad- homewall to Wall In Iivlng ==very solidly built 1,40(l'sq. attract ively decorated dltlonal 87' lot beslde Is room, nice kitchen, fu l l•  
ft. with same amount In Inside and outside by 
• basement 3 bedrooms on presentowner,3bedrooms, Included In this excellent bathroom wlth ceramlcl l  
. buy of $64,500 ~.Well worth tile, Insulated for electric[] 
11each floor. Actually a kltchen, utll ltyllvlng room, heat, concrete foundation, II 
11duplex with separate bathroom, nicely carpeted, investlga'tlng. Excellent drilled well plus n 
• meters. Ample carpet extra Insulation for electric , a second dug well, storage',[]i 
i throughout and an at- heat, white range and building Included at rear. 111 tractive fireplace has lust frldge Included. Land- Land Is 1.75 acres In l  lbeen added to .the' main seeped with metal storage resldentlal rural setting. : 
111 floor. Top value for $49,000. building. $2%900. Asking $26,500. 
111 • A.R. Le Page L imited Coast l&  Coast Real Estate  Service [] 
111 • 
A PRODUCT WHOSE TIME HAS COME. Mamtenance.free. sohd vmyl sadmg =s gammg tremendous popularity among leisure.conscious Americans. Since the 
color goes clear through the mater~al, vmyl wdl not peel or blister. In contrast to metal, vmyl resists denting and will not ~how scratches. As a result, the home. 
owner who installs vinyl s0dmg can spend his vacation and weekends on leisure activities, rather •than piiinting'his home. t
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McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES-° 
A.J. McCOLL (N()tary Public) 
635,6131 ..- 
3239,A, I~KALUM STREET: 
"/i 
I 
Birch "everything wall" serves stororage, 
display and entertainment equipment needs 
today. And, tomorrow the wall can be 
reassembled and moved to serve an adult's 
requirements in a new setting. Hardwood's ease 
USE WIRING TO HOLD INSULATION IN PLACE. Insulate the floors 
under your home to save on energy costs and to increase your 
family's comfort, urges the CertainTeed Home Institute. Hold the 6- 
inch thick batts of kraft-faced fiber glass insulation i  place by lacing 
the bottom ofthejoistswith heavy gauge, galvanized wire, attached to 
nails in the joists. (Do the lacing first, then slip the batts on top of the 
wiring, doing short sections at a time.) 
':":' ":' :" :" :' "" " "" "~' " "" " " '~" " "  "" " '~' 'a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  up! Other rooms m yoffer 
Find Room for the needed space without 
A Laundry Center losing their appeal. 
RESURFACING COUNTERTOPS is a•snap with easy.to.use plastic laminates I f  you badly need a A spacious hal lway, 
• ~ especially if it's adjacent to a and contact cement. This bath got a completely new personality with a laundry center but your 
refinished lavatory unit with a matte.finish plastic ountertop, and the addi. service porch area is woe- bath, allowing for sharingof 
plumbing facilities. tion of a gleamy new Wall.Tax wallcoverinR ofvinyl foil..t fully inadequate, don't give ,:..:..:..:. :..: .:..:.:...:..: . :..:..: .:..;..:..:. 
oYou may be able to .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.~.~.;.~.:...:.~.~.~.~.:.~.~.~.:.~.:~:.:.:.~.~.:.:.::~.~...~..~........~......~..............................~..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
make be:!ec use of existing , ........................................ .~.~.~.;...~.~.~.~v..~.~....v...~.v.....v.v...v~v.v.~.v........:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~ 
bathroom space by com- i[g~ ' 
partmentalizing; partition- ,~ ~.,,~ ~ ~  
i ng off areas can allow more ~t~* ~ Y~'~':" ~ ¢ ' ~  ~"~'~" ~ ~¢ i~ 
than one person to use the a]Bl~/~ ~ ~ ..~ .~] t  **~.~,:  '~ 
facilities and still have ~ ~ 1 ~  
privacy, for instance. ,,l~.~:~::~!i;~'~:~'~::[: 
New Protection 
Against Fire 
Anew material that 
reduces both the hazard of 
flames and the amount of :;:: 
smoke produced offers an ~ 
increased margin of safef~y 
to potential victims of fire. ~:~ 
A new firemretardant resin, 
called Envirez, has been de- 
velopedfor use inbYa varietyPPG IndustrieSof plastic Looking for something new and with in  reason for the family budget='~ 
and fiber glass materials :!: Thenwhynotviewthisverynicefamilyhomeonlargeservicedlof. 
found in homes and indus- i:.;'.': Main f loor features L-shaped l iv ing and dining wi f f i  wal l  to wal l  
tries. PPG researchers have  carpet and br ick f i replace• Bright kitchen with ash cupboards and 
found a way to eliminate 
the substanc~.s responsible C-F. TWO bedrooms with wal l  to wal l  and 4 piece p lumbing,  fu l l  
for producing voluminous .:. basement with roughed in f i replace,  insulated,  w i red and rough 
amounts of smoke, the b ig -  studding. Ready to convert  to extra bedrooms and fami ly  room. 
gest killer in a fire, while Roughed in plumbing for 2nd bathroom. 
maintaining the integrity of 
the resin. A very nice comfortab le  home for $45,000. Dr ive  by 5133 Agar  
Teats have shown that the Avenue then make your appo intment  o view. Vacant and  ready for 
now resin is slow to ignite immedlat~/occupancy. 
and develops a low smoke' -t 
volume. When evaluated by , 
thb Underwriters' Labors- For c replete deta s on this wor thwhi le  l ist ing Contact: 
•tories, fiber glass building ' '~/. 
• panels with the resin were ~'i McCoII Real Estate Services Ltd, classified in a smokd scale 
range of 25 to  75. It's /'I, 3239 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C, 
interesting to note that nor- ~ Phone 635-6131 
mat polyester resins have a 
,%'°•~','o;e;~;%%%%%•.'e•o'o'*'e'e'%%e e'~ %%%%%%%%'o'~'o%'o'~'¢e'o'~'~'o'~'¢~'~'¢~','¢.'¢*'~'.'*'.'.'*'*'e'~','.-,., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  smoke rating of around 500. .'.'.'.'.', . ......... ...'.'.':'.'...'.';'. ........... ••.•.•`•••.•v•v•v.••v`.•..••v•••v•••v.v•v•.•.•.••..•••.•.:•:•:••.:.:•••:.•••.••:•:.:•:••••.:.•. 
of maintenance and durability allows the fur- 
nishings to give years of service. 
..••v•••••••°.••v•.•••••••v••.v•••v•••.•v..•v.••:.:..•••••:..•:••v••••`••:•.•.v••;v;•••••`v; ....... . .v. 
Put an End to 
Kids' Clutter 
Just when you think 
you've used every inch of 
available storage space in 
your youngster's room, 
along comes another sug- 
gestion: utilize the outside of 
that closet door by nailing 
wall racks or quilted shoe 
bags to the door for storing 
odds and ends. 
~;~:;:;:;~;:~:;~:~:•:-~•:•:~.:~:-:::~-::::::~:::::~:~:::::~:~:;:~:;:~:;:~;:;:;:~:~:~:~;:~:~:~.:;:.~:~:~:-~:~:~' 
to sell. Very comfortable 
family home with large 
backyard full of fruit trees. 
Located on paved street 
close to elementary schools 
and hospital. Interior 
attractively decorated. 2 
bedrooms up full 
basement. Fridge, washer, 
dryer and deep freeze i 
included. Make an ap. 
~olntment o view. You 
won't be disappointed. 
Centrally located - 
Revenue three bedroom 
home on paved residential 
street" close to town. Two 
bedroom basement suite 
brings in rental income. 
Attached carport. Priced 
in the low 30,000's for quick 
sale. 
INV ESTME NT OPPORTUN ITI ES. 
1.Rural trailer park. $36,500. 
2. Motor motel and trailer stalls - $150,000. 
3. Health Spa -swimming. tennis. S300,000. 
For Further Details Inquire at our Office. 
Cute, comfortable, cozy. 
This adorable Ilffle starter 
home on large fenced rural 
lot on quiet street. New 
well and pumphouse. Lot 
fully landscaped. House 
vacant and ready for 
immediate occupancy. All 
this for the low price o f  
Beautiful rural setting. 
This cozy 2 bedroom full 
basement starter situated 
well back on beautiful V2 
acre lot. Driveway with 
hedge. Good well on 
property vacant. Ideal for 
quiet country living but 
reasonably close to 
$25,000. schools. 
80'x200' fenced and lightly treed residential lot on soon 
to be paved street near Thornhlll Schools. Septic 
system,.welland power poison property. Very nicelot 
In goodlocation. Asking.all,S00. Open to offers. 
This modern, 3 bedroom 
home is situated in a 
popular sub.division and 
features 2 fireplaces and 
ensuite plumbing. It is 
carpeted throughout, has 
1176 sq. ft. and natural gas 
heating. The large lot is 
landscaped, with the treed 
backyard fenced in• 
Asking price $55,500. Call 
Horst or Christel. 
m 
Ooed starter home in 
central area of town. Has 2 
bedrooms, garage, oil heat, 
fridge and range. Asking 
$30,000. Call Frank. 
bedroom bungalow on N. 
Spal'ks. Asking $40,000. 
Call Frank. 
Attractive three bedroom 
family home on large lot in 
choice Iocation,'close to all 
schools and downtown 
shopping. Features 2 
f i rep laces ,  ensu i te  
plumbing, large rec room 
and 2 extra bedrooms in 
finished basement. Nicely 
landscaped. Asking 
$59,000. Call Christel or 
Horst for more in. 
formation. 
Spacious family home: 
Three bedrooms upstairs 
and two downstairs. 
Modern kitchen with built. 
in food centre, 2V2 bath, 
good location, close to 
school and shopping. 
Aksing $55,000. Call Horst 
or Christel. 
Quiet location on Graham 
Avenue. Three bedrooms, 
sundeck and some finishing 
in the basement area. 
Asking $46,500. Call in 
today and view it on 
"Realseope". Call Kelly 
A fine home on a very 
preferred area of Terrace. 
Over 1500 sq. ft. Sauna, 
bar, heated pool. Call 
Frank. 
Three bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, sundeck and 
carport lust begin to 
describe this home. 
Located in the horseshoe 
area of Terrace and asking 
$58,000. Call Kelly. 
Want a house close to 
schools? We have a family 
type home listed to sell thai 
qualifies for central 
location, close to most ot 
the communiW amenities. 
3 bedrooms, 1150 sq. ft• 
finished basement. Asking 
only $49,900. Call Horst or 
Christel. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK IDMORE . 635-5691 
fortable 3 bedroom home 
on our Realscope picture 
display. Very attractivell 
landscaped with fruit trees 
shurbs and bushes. 
Located .south of town or 
large lot. Asking $42,500. 
Call Christel or Horst for 
more information. 
Schools, recreation an 4 
shopping just blocks away. II 
Three bedroom, double~ 
attached ga'rage wlthU 
landscaped lot. Askingl 
S56,000. Call Kelly to vlew.II 
/ 
3"bedroom family hemal 
finished basement, fully 
carpeted throughout. 
Economically heated b~ 
Natural Gas. Located I~ 
Uplands area. Askin 
Ss2,000. Call Hqrst or 
Christel for more,  in. 
formation. 
KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  . 635-5397 
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Soviet soldiers 
cross into China 
TOKYO (AP) - -  China 
said today 30 Soviet soldiers 
intruded mere than two 
miles into northeast China on 
Tuesday, shot and wounded 
a number of Chinese and 
roughed up 14 others. 
"It ,~as only due to the re- 
straint of the Chinese side 
that the incident did not 
develop into an armed 
conflict," the official 
Hsinhua news agency said in 
ia dispatch from Peking 
ireceived here. 
It said Vice-Foreign 
Minister Yu Chan handed a
protest note to Soviet Am- 
bassador V.S. Toistikov in 
Peking. 
Hsinhua quoted the note as 
saying the "atrocities of the 
Soviet troops constitute an 
organ ized  mi l i ta ry  
provocation against China 
occurring at a time when the 
Sino-Soviet  boundary  
negotiations had just 
resumed." 
For years the two coun- 
tries have been engaged in a 
dispute over their common 
border. It erupted into ar- 
!reed clashes in 1969. 
LANDED ON BANK 
• The note said a Soviet heli- 
copter penetrated four 
kilometers over the Ussuri 
River into China's 
Helluugkiang Province, 18 
military boats intruded into 
Chinese waters in the same 
region, and 30 Soviet soldiers 
landed on the Chinese bank 
of the river, Hsinhua said. 
"They chased and tried to 
round up  Chinese 
inhabitants, shooting con- 
tinnaHy and wounding a 
number of them," it quoted 
the note as saying. 
"Penet ra t ing  four  
kilometers into Chinese 
territory, they seized 14 
Chinese inhabitants and 
dragged them all the way to 
the riverside, giving them 
kicks and blows. Under the 
repeated protests of the 
Chinese inhabitants the 
Soviet roops finally released 
them." 
It was along the Ussuri 
UNIONVILLE, Mo. (AP) 
-- Not since the Jesse James 
gang pulled a $5,000 job in  
1871 had the Citizens State 
that Chinese and Soviet 
troops fought in March, 1969, 
over the ownership of 
Chengpaotao, a small island 
in the river. Japanese 
reports quoted Chinese of- 
flclais as saying 86 Chinese 
and more than 240 Russians 
were killed or wounded in 
those clashes. 
The area is in China's 
northeastern corner, 1,600 
kilometres northeast of 
Peking. 
SEIZED HELICOPTER 
In December, 1975, Chine 
released three Soviet 
crewmen and their 
helicopter, detained for 21 
months after being seized in 
Chiea's northwest Sinklang 
province. The Russians had 
said the helicopter was on a 
mercy mission but went 
astray and made an 
emergency landing because 
of bad weather. 
Last July, a Japanese 
report from Peking said 
Chinese border militia killed 
one of six armed Soviet 
"spies" who invaded 
Sinkiang, another of the 
Russians committed suicide 
and the rest fled hack into 
Soviet erritory. 
Without giving details, the 
Chinese also have accused 
the Russians of many 
"provocations" along the 
long border. 
Soviet Deputy Foreign 
Minister Lennid llyichev, the 
Kremlin's chief negotiator in
border talks with China, 
arrived in Peking last mouth 
after a 14-month abseaco. No 
major progress has been 
reported in the talks on 
disputed border areas, 
• begun more than eight years 
ago. 
China's protest note on 
Tuesday's alleged raid 
demanded a Soviet apology, 
punishment for the Russians 
involved and a guarantee 
against a recurrence ofsuch 
incidents. 
"Otherwise, the Soviet 
side must bear full 
responsibility for the con- 
sequences arising there- 
from," the note said. 
i 
Michael Blair, 19, of 
Centerville, Iowa, was ap- 
preheaded following air and 
ground searches by 
Bank been robbed, authorities from two states. 
That ended Monday when A duffel bag containing 
a man entered the bank,,  about $6,000 and a sawed-off 
waving a shotgun at em-"12.gauge shotgun were 
ployees and demanding recovered. 
money. He got more than 
$6,000, officials said, before The loot the James gang 
fleeing in a cur as bank made off with~,242.07 in 
employees et off a silent cash and revenue stamps-- 
alarm, was never recovered. 
% 
Days 
1 i 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
i ~1~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terr3ce, B.C. V8G I L8 635.6571 or 635.432S 
I~ealer Licence Number 02066A 
i HO~'p~. ]~st d.dvea Honda t(Klay:.., 
Italian officiMS: locked out of Moro's funeral 
ROME (Reuter) - -  Bitter premier Aid0 ~ Moro lOcked his funeral Wednesday. the Brigades, bad resignC, urging Italy to remember leaving home for work in the ideology of peace and Milan, 
mediation always preached relatives of murdered ex- theltaliangoVernmentoUtof 
Oil companies 
diversify 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  The 
giant United States oil 
companies, whose success 
always led to depletion of 
their sources of profit, are 
increasingly diversifying 
into everything from electric 
typewriters tolife insurance. 
They are also entering 
other energy fields. They 
new own about 25 per cent of 
the country's coal reserves. 
Twenty of the almost 100 
firms involved in the mining 
or exploration of uranium-- 
used as fuel for nuclear 
reactors-ure oilcompanies. 
The reason oil firms such 
as Exxon, Texaco, Con- 
tineJltal, Gulf and others are 
boylng coal and uranium 
reserves is clear: gove:n- 
meat officials appear de- 
termined to discourage oil 
and gas use in coming years 
and to encourage the use of 
coal and nuclear power. 
In recent years: 
--Exxon, the world's 
largest oil firm, has acquired 
8.4 billion tons of coal and 
huge holdings of uranium 
and copper. It is developing 
new battery systems and 
solar-energy devices, and its 
new subsidiaries produce 
electric typewriters, golf 
clubs and other consumer 
products. 
--Mobil bought Mon- 
tgomery Ward Co., a giant 
retailer, and Container Corp. 
of America. 
--Texaco began mining for 
coal and uranium, and 
bought achemical company. 
It is spending $500 million a 
year on petrochemicals. 
--Atlantic Richfield paid 
$700 million for the giant 
Anaconda copper firm. It 
also has bought a British 
newspaper, a plastics and 
• dyes firm and a sciareacrgy 
concern. 
---Gulf has invested 
heavily in uranium mining 
and coal production. 
Oil industry critics say the 
companies now are so rich 
they could buy ahnost any 
firm. But industry officials 
say they need the added 
income from subsidiaries for 
the steadily-increasing cost 
of searching for oil. 
The Senate anti-trust 
subcommittee has been 
considering a bill that would 
prevent he major oil and 
gas companies from 
acquiring more coal  or 
uranium properties. The bill 
would aiso require the firms 
to dispose of the coal and 
uranium interests they now 
own within three years. 
Complying with Moro's 
own wishes, written during 
the 54 days he was held 
captive by Red Brigades 
guerrillas who kidnapped 
and killed him, the family 
refused to allow authorities 
to give him a state funeral. 
Instead, he was buried in a 
smail country village north 
of Rome. The funeral 
coincided with the 
resignation of Interior 
Minister Francesco Ceasiga 
who took personal blame for 
the police failure to rescue 
Moro. 
Former prime minister 
Amintore Fanfani, who 
dashed to the funeral from 
Parliament univited, was too 
late for the service and had 
the gates of the cemetry 
locked in his face. 
Moro's wife, Eleonora, in 
giving the Christian 
Democratic Party leader the 
simple funeral he wanted, 
invited none of his friends in 
politics to it. 
Villagers carried the coffin 
and only her children, his 
two brothers and his political 
secretaries were at the 
graveside. 
MINISTER RESIGNS 
As the simple white oak 
coffin was buried in the 
family tomb of a friend, 
Interior Minister Cossigs 
resigned, saying: "It is my 
duty to to assume full re- 
sponsibility for the 
operations of the forces I 
control." 
Cessiga, who hinted that 
new tough anti.terrorist laws 
might be needed to deal with 
in the clear expectation f an The style of Wednesday 
avalanche of criticism of night's funeral was dictated. 
police handling of the search by Moro, said: "No one can 
for Moro, informed sources destroy Our human values of by Moro himself. In one 
said. understanding and har. despairing letter from the 
Some 70,000 Romans at- mony." Brigades' hideout, ~ said 
tended a rally Wednesday But urban guerrillas, bluntly: "I request ,that no 
outside the city centre determined to maintain the member of the state or my 
church where the govern- impetus the More kid- party take part in my fu. 
merit, against the family's napping and killing hat neral." 
wishes, will hold a state fu- given them, reminded ev. 
neral service on Saturday. eryone of the threat they ORCHIDS LIKE THE AREA 
In Parliament, politicians pose by shooting an There are about 900 
of every party made executive of the state species of orchids in the 
emotional eulogies on Moro. chemical corporation Mort- Philippines, some of them 
Prime Minister Andreotti, tedison in the legs as he was extremely rare. 
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whatever 
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pitch.... 
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IT 
RIOHL 
' y  f " 
w. Q, 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
4 
,*.. 
AND TURN YOUR DON,T WANTS INTO CASH 
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Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STR IKE  IT  R ICH"  "Str ike It Rich" Ads Ii 
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Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Items may not exceed $250 in value. Price must be included in the 
advertisement. 
Your advertisement wi l l  run for five consecutive days upon 
receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
No cancellations or refunds. 
No business ads please. 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising staR. 
dards. 
Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
FOR ITEMS UP TO $250 iN VALUE 
Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! 
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FORRENT: ~ :right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, an~o repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first ~ 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o f an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
.amount paid by the ad. 
vertiser for only one In- 
corred insertion fo r  the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
/lability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the" British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for  the work 
NOTICE 
14. BUSINESS" 
PERSONAL 38;WA,TEO .iSC 
43. ROOMS 
F0R RENT Publ ished at  Ter race  B.C. 5 days a week  
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effect ive October 1, 
1977 
;Single Copy 20c 
6Y Carr ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By  Ma i l  3 mth  12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By  Ma i l  year 40.00 
Sen ior  Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year $1.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
~' 112.604-635.6357 
!: HOME DELIVERY 
~' Terrace & District 
• : Thcrlthlll & District 
16. J¸  LOST 
19. HELP WANTED• 
~=anto Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphisls", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
~ym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3,:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at Sl.00 per 
parson. These performances 
are presented in conlunctlon 
with Kermode Theatre '78. 
L icence Numbe 
00391A ! ' 
WANTED DONATIONS 
• The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllng or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., vve will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'B.C.O.A.P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1918, Arena Banquet Room 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertlen. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlnn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $8.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
63.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
m~.dddlng and:or engagement 
I;;¢tures. ;News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable. In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births '3.50 
Funerals 5.$0 
Cards of Thanks S.SO 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Terrace 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will he held on 
Wednesday, May 24 pt 10:00 
a.m. for a coffee party. The 
address is 5126 soucte Street. 
For further Information 
please call 635.6764. 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's malor 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17.at he R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London' 
md on Broadway Is a zany, 
)lzarre upside down comedy 
n a Monty Python vein. 
"lckets are available In May 
t Terrace Sight and Sound 
ld Terrace Library. For 
rthor Information call 635. 
318. "Loot" is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '18. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B,C, High School Drama 
Festival will take place In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18.20 at 8 p.n. The malnstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
w nning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
[udlcat!on. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Join the Terrace Scuba Club 
and bring a friend or twol 
Meeting - Monday May 15th 
Swimming Pool Board Rooin 
8:30 p.m. 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will: be held at 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
Thursday, May 18th at 7:30 
p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
fron~ 11:08. 4:30 p.m. 
Auction Action 
Beginning May 20 & 21st. 
L.W. Sears Auctioneer phone 
638-1538 (c9-15) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening e ta  Land Ranger 
Compmy in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle A,,enue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7558 
OR 
635.7728 
(ctf) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own' 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you cen- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. ~ ~::,:.:: -. 
Phone Mary orJohi~ 635:4419' 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 • 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~e In the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4 yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
636-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 La.zelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consu!tant. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 tn the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747.or 635.3023. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services. 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
- Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
Warehouseman required for 
regular warehouse dutie~ 
including shipping and 
receiving etc. Phone H. 
Young Ackiands Lid 635-6226 
(c3-10) 
Help Wanted: Hair stylist 
and apprentice wanted for 
new unisex shop in Smithers 
apply Box 2215 Smithers 847. 
9346 (ci0-15) 
REQUIRED 
Painting Contractor to 
complete re-painting of 
approximately 90,000 square 
feet of interior walls. Some 
minor drywall repairs 
required. Paint to be sup. 
plied by contractor. Tools 
and other repair materials to 
be supplied by contractor. 
For more information, see 
specification at School 
District No. 92 (Nisgha) 
offices in Terrace or New 
Aiyansh. (c5-) 
We would like to express our 
sincere thanks for the kind- 
ness extended 1o our dear 
wife and mother, the late 
Mrs. Gwen Donaldson, 
during her Illness. Thanks 
also for the prayers and 
vlslts0f our friends. Special 
thanks to Dr. J. Counts, Dr. 
D. Strangway and the staff of 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
(p1-10) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(dr) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contrad 
635.3479 anytime 
(A Ji2) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available, custom flrlng. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgeratlen 
contract, 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(ctf) 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635-9721. 
British Columbia 
Housing Management 
Commission 
Maintenance Supervisor 
Northern B.C. 
$7,784.00-$28,724.00 per an. 
num 
Under the regional manager, 
Northern B.C, the main. 
tenance supervisor will be 
responsible for the main- 
tenance of rental housing 
development. Respon. 
sibilifles: 
To assist in the planning 
and implementation of the 
annual  maintenance 
program for rental housing; 
To direct preventative 
maintenance programs; 
To prepare plans, 
specifications and estimates 
for maintenance; 
Certification of work 
undertaken by contractors at 
the site; 
Direction and control of 
carelaking, janitorial and 
maintenance staff; 
Perform other related 
duties. 
Qualification and' Ex. 
perience 
Secondary  School  
education or equivalent 
combination of education 
and. experience sup. 
plemented by relevant 
technical training, several 
years directly related ex. 
perience in maintenance and 
construction at the super. 
visory level. Please send 
details of experience and 
qualification to the 
Regional Manager, 
Northern, B.C. 
British Columbli3 Housing 
Management Commission 
Box 310 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
For further information on 
Lost- Brown framed glasses, application please contact at 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635.2490 (p5.1) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn-2 hours a day-S200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B,C. V2C 5KI. 
Kltimat Child 
Development Centre 
requires Sept. 1st 1978 
PRESCHOOL SUPER- 
VISOR 
Experiencepreferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June 15th 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. Kltlmat, B.C, VSC 
2H5 
.(C12-7 th'f-ju.) 
No.5-342-3rd Ave. W. Prince 
Rupert, B.C., phone 627-7501 
by May 19, 1978 
(c4-10) 
Full or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . $8 per hour. 
Training is avallable.. For 
Interviews call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime. , 
(ctt) 
Office & Shop space 
available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
phone 635-3863 or 638.1108 
(c10-13) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(tfn) 
Salesman 
We are looking for a person 
with a proven sales record. 
Travelling required but no 
"over night trips. Your own 
vehicle advantageous. 
Would be required to call on 
established aceetmts, as well 
as showing initiative for new 
prospects. This companies 
office is in Prince George. 
RenumeraUon Includes: 
Basic salary, commission, 
monthly bonus, and ex- 
peases. All replies, held in 
strictest confidants, Reply to 
Box 1176, Terraet Daily 
Herald (c5-12) 
For Sale: 1969 Oldsmobile 
and saddle and a floor 
polisher phone 635-7387 after 
5 (e3-10) 
Light Plant for sai~ -2  
cylinder Wisconson gas 
engine, 5KV generator, 
remote start, needs some 
work. Phone 635-5420 days 
(F1-1O) 
40 gal. elec. hot water tank; 
120,00() BTU oll furnance. 
Must sell Immediately phone 
635-7124 or 635-5886 and ask 
for Don (c5-) 
Terrace Thornhill N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale, Sat. May 13, 10 
a.m.. 3 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Community Centre. Tables 
$5 each, Admission 50c 
adults. Sellers phone 635. 
3582 to reserve a table. (c8. 
10) 
7/a~ 
LOOKING FOR FUR 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FLEA MARKET 
SATU RDAY MAY 13 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY CENTRE 
10 am. - 3 pm 
For Sale: 20 cu ft. deep 
freeze. $275 or best offer. 
phone 638-1742 (p5.14) 
Room for rent for a gen- 
tleman. Kitchen facilities. 
Available May 15. Phone 635. 
9593 (p1-1o) 
For Trade-  21 cu. Zenith 
deep freeze, or a small deep 
freeze. Phone 635.5934 after 
6 (p3-10) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Fridge and 
stove. No pets. Phone 635- 
5556 (p4-4,5,7,10) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security inferphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
tral ly located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonabl( 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf) 
I CEDARGROVEAPTS. I 
3 bedroom townhouse apts. I
with full basements. I 
No. 118.4529 Straume, i 
(cff) l 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
aoarfments. Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638-1032 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house 
with carport. On large 
landscaped lot with garden 
space and fruit trees, 
Greenhouse with 2 sheds. 
Asking $25,500 for ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- 
7014 (c5-12) 
3 bedroom home 14il Maple 
St. _Asking $25,000 phone 635- 
~35-5945 evening (c10-17) 
KEYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. 
One, two and three 
bedroom ap~.rtments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
Full t ime manager In 
residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf) 
KALUMGARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
Small aluminum skiff 
wanted 632-6986 (p3-12) 
1974 - 22' flbreglass cruiser 
and trailer, 91/2 h.p. auxllary, 
depth sounder, trim tabs, 
radios and all necessary 
fishing tackle. Price $13,500 
firm phone 632.6003 (c3- 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
town. Bedding Included also 
private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 or 
2703 S. Eby (eft) 
 kVhat a 
difference a
aprice makes., 
See for ymn lf at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L8 
635.6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
~o~oA Test drive a Honda today. 
NOTICE TO TRU'gKERS 
Effective June,1976all trucks licenced in excess of 5 500 kgs. GVW (12,125 
Ibs.) will be required to display the registered owner's name and city or 
town of residence on both sides of the vehicle in letters not less than 5 cm. 
(1.97 inches) in height. 
Example: John Q. Public 
Kelowna, B.C. 
(Street address is not required) 
' For further information, contact the nearest weighscale station or write: 
Weighscale Branch, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. vev)X4 Tel. 
387-3368 or 3369. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia ~ ~ Energy, Transport 
.~ ; and Communications 
~,  a Complete Selection of 
1978 MAZI)A ,,n s,ook 
1976 CHEV CAHOPY 1973 FORD 1974 MAZDA 
IMPALLA GRAN TORINO B1800 PU 
2 Dr. H.T., Custom CAMPER 
Radials Fold Down, Fits 6' Station Wagon With GEM 
Pickup truck box top canopy 
$4,600 =800 '2,600 =2 595 
1974 DODGE DART ~ /  
SWINGER 
2 Door H.T. 
'2,99S 
1974 DODGE 
MeNAGe 
4 Dr. H.T. 
'2,995 
1971 FORD 
FIOO PICKUP 
=1,260 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 
2 Door Coupe 
=2,996 
1970 CHEV 
BLAZER 
4x4 4 speed 
'2,600 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
8960 
I 
1975 FORD 
CUSTOM 
4 Dr. Sedan 
'3,300 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
'995 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
=600 
1973 FORD 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
1974 MAZDA 
PICKUP BIB00 
Red 
'2,205 
1971 FORD 
MUSTANG 
MACKI 
=900 
'2 m 
1975 DODGE 
MOTOR HOME 
VANGUARD 
'12,600 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
'2,295 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
81,600 
i 
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Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
leased lot on Wesf Side of 
Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
frontage. Must sell phone 
635.4252 (p2-7,10} 
House For Sale 
This could be the bargain 
fou have been waiting for. 
If you are tired of paying 
~ent but don't want 
exhorbltant mortgage 
~ayments, we have the 
house for you• Cheap to 
heat with low taxes. Near 
all schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms with 
electric heat. Nlce lot. 
If you are interested. 
The price is $25,500. and 
the number to call is 635- 
5339 after 10:30 a.m. 
(sff5-15) 
For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 
bedroom home on V~ acre lot 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone 635-4790 after 
6• 
For Sale: 3 bedrcom house 
on 1.6 acres, can be sub- 
divided. Partial basement. 
$27,500 phone 632.5918 (p5.14) 
Quiet living - 3 bedroom wel l  
kept unfurnished manor, 2 
room fully carpeted eddlflon 
with flreplece, woodshed, 
teelahed, private sundeck, 
utility edditlon, situated on 
fully serviced lot, dead end 
street. Must be seen to be 
apprecleted. Call 63~.9395 
for viewing. Immedlete 
o¢cupency. (P~) P2.'" I | 
Wanted to Rent 1 bedroom 
suite. Furnished. In town. 
For June first. Phone 635- 
9797. 
(1:33-11) 
Registered Nurse with three 
well behaved adolescents 
wishes to rent a 3 bedroom 
bouseor suiteby July 1,1978. 
Contact Grant Pepps 638- 
1856 or 639-8131 (p3-10)  
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635.5727 (cff) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhill 
Distrl,ct, Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeill, B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (p8.may 12F) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivlslon 
$14,000 end $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B•C. V9N 4B4 phone 
339.4736 (c50.1uly1) 
0 i  • ' • • 
LIVESTOCK: " , 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers• Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View 
at McNell St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635-7540 or 635-2056 
(cfflu4) 
Growing convenience store 
for sale in Terrace. Fully 
equipped with complete 
botcher shop and walk.in 
cooler. 3 bedroom dwelling 
attached plus rental house. 
On acre of land. $100,000 
with financing available. 
For details 635-5202 (1)5-12) 
1973 Pintowith sun roof $1500 
phone 635-3696 (p5.10) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Lsndcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635-4380 (c10-12) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
w]lh wide ti.res plus set spare 
fires with r,ms. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635. 
4380 (c10-12) 
1977 Camera 350 4 speed, 
p.w., p.b., tl lt steering, p.s., 
black In color, phone 635.2716 
after 6 (p5.14) 
For Sale: 1971 Camera 
Excellent condition. Call 
635.62458 a.m. • 5 p.m. or 638- 
1071 (p3.12) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (ctf) 
67MercuryV~fon P.U. 300 6 
cyl. 4 speed $750 phone 635. 
$592 (p3.5,7,10) 
VW Van 1977.7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (ctf) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635.5102 
after 6 and weekends. (ctf) 
1976 GMC Factory Van 
Conversion 
Lighted, lined, rugged, in- 
sulated, icebox. Three 
burner stove, sink and 
trailer hitch. $6,495 638-1744 
after 6 p.m. (p3-10) 
76 Dodge Van 6 cyl., 3 speed 
standard. Must sell $4,000 
Phone 635-7702 (p5.12) 
For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, 
also 1976 256cc YZ and a 327 
cu. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 
pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile, all things must 
go as owner is leaving town. 
phone 635-5687 after 5 (p10- 
17) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R• 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(cff) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere In B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D• Phillips 
Capitel Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6• Phone 
588.0411 days, or 585-1603 
evenings. (f) 
For Sale - 1977 Toyota Celica 
GT lift back phone 638-1689 Come In to Camperland, and 
(p3-10) see our 1978 VanguardMIni 
Motor Homes. one 20' nn 
1975 Plymouth Crickett Ford chassis, 460 Engine. 
wagon. Low mileage. Q~e 22' Pullman Model on 
Excellent condition. Asking Dodge Chassis. Be sure to 
$2900 phone 635-4619 (83-10) see them at Camperland, 
Highway 16 West, Dealer 
1973 Detsun 1200 phone 635- Licence D00611A 
2890 after 5 (p3-10) (P2-10) 
For Sale- 1969 Pontiac 2door 
HT sports Ceupe 635-3257 
after 6 (])3-10) 
74 Ford Window Van auto, 72' 
Ford pickup auto, 14' Land 
boat with motor and trailer 
phone 635-6636 (c3-10) 
1974 Toyata Pick.up long 
box. Good condition. Phone 
635.2709. Leave name and 
number. 
(P3.11) 
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr., good running condition, 
phone 635-2080 $350 (p10.13) 
For Sale: 1970 12x60 Great 
Lake Trailer, furnished with 
washer and dryer and jeey 
shack 638-8254 after S 
".FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank¢ Terrace, B..C.,.~ 
PhOne'.635"."71 I? (df~ "~+'' ............. 
For Sale: 1968 i0x36 Im- 
perial traller, furnished, 
phone 635.7860 (c10.13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, fridge, 
stove, carpet, drapes in- 
cluded. Set.up and skirted in 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition phone 
635.5348 (p15-13) 
For Sale. ~' 1~(68 Glendale 
Vista Villa 3 bedroom trailer 
with steel shed and porch. 
For appt. to view phone 635- 
9403 after 5 (p10-17) 
12x68 2 bedroom house 
trailer includes fridgs, stove 
and dishwasher. Finished 
addition, set up in trailer 
park. Will accept smaller 
house trailer as part 
payment. For further in. 
formation phone 035-7878 
(1)6-15) .. 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (cff-f) 
12x68 Gendal' .. .... ,,, ~ tip out 
has a 9x20 partially finished 
Joey shack. Four major 
appliances. 2 bedroom. 
Owner leavlhg Terrace. 
Asking 16,000 or. best offer. 
phone 638-10|9. (p5.14) 
I B.C. Hydro and 
Power Authority i 
INVITATION TO TENDER| 
for interior landscaping and| 
maintenance of ap[  
proximately twenty-fou~ 
floor units and fifty hanging[ 
units decorating and interiorl 
mall at the Divisional 
Centre, 5220 Keith Avenue 
1'errace, B,C, 
Tender forms an( 
specifications are available 
[rom MR. F.L. Janaurer at 
;722 Lakelse Avenue. 
Closing date for submission 
~f tenders if 17 May 1978. 
(c3-I0) 
For Sale: Parklane tent 
trailer. Sleeps 6, stove and 
sink 635-3738 
For Sale: 13' Estra Villa 
Holiday trailer. Self con- 
tained. Phone 635.5628 (p5- 
14) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTOBIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WaR K, 
PAIN-TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
Will do rototilling with 34" 
tractor unit. Reasonable 
rates. Front bucket for 
m0ving-spreading so i l  
gravel. Prefer Thornhill 
area phone 635-3478 (p5-12) 
NEW 
PERRY'S 
AntiSeptic Hea[Ing'L0flon 
for the relief of psorlosls, 
minor burns, insect bites, 
and skin abrasions. A 
regular household-item. 
Useful in every flrst.aid 
kit. Available in leadin 
drug stores. 
(c4-10,15,19,2) I 
Horse Sale: Quarter horses, 
thorough breds and grades. 
Phone Allan Benson 842-5752 
Hazelton (p3.5,10,15) 
For Sale: Registered 
Morgan - Walker horse, 5 
years old, gelding, trained 
phone after 5 635.7563 or 635- 
9523 (p10,15,19,21) 
Standing at stud: 16 h.h. 
sorrel quarter horse, War 
Fly Tego, No.947,922,A.A. 
and R.O.M. In racing. Ex- 
cellent mare care. Terms: 
private treaty. 847-2408. (pF- 
XS) 
5 year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
andEnglish shown Terrace 
and Prince George Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 phone 635-2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5-5) 
% registeredArabamare fo  
sale. 5 years old. Excellent 
disposition. Asking $600 or 
best offer phone 635-5688 (p3- 
10) 
Rabbits for sale 635-3831 (p3- 
10) 
Rcg. Morgan Partbreds 
- 6 year Bay gelding with 
star. 12.3 h.h. trained .to 
drive and ride. 
- 4 year Black mare with two 
white hind socks 13 h.h. 
trained to drive and green 
broke to ride. 
- yearling solid black gelding 
should mature 13.2 h.h. 
- also 78 goal. 
635-2347 or write Wolfgang 
Kriegl 
4812 Sunset Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
(p6-13) 
1977 Massey Ferguson 70 
backhoe, 900 hours. 24" and 
30" V~ yard bucket. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 112- 
832.8708 Salmon Arm, B.C. 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully il lustrated 
catelogue of marital aids tar 
beth ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
BUS INESS OP-  
PORTUNITIES: Buy & sell 
publication. Over $800. 
weekly net profit, Terrific 
growth potential. Staff 
available or run yourself. 
The Bargain hunter, •282, 
Reld St., Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
2M3. ', 
HELP WANTED: Barber- 
Stylist or harldresser for 
family styling shop in 
Quesnel, B.C. Reply In 
confidence to Bob Barge, 
Berge's Styling, 163 Barlow 
A~,e., Quesnel, B,C. V2J 2B8. 
Phone 992.5335. 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 
30,000 square feet of com- 
mercial property in- 
downtown Whltehorse. 
I love my morn because she 
is nice, but sometimes he 
• gets mad But I do Lore'her. 
She is is nice. 1 love my 
mom. SHe likes animals o 
do I. SHe does the dishes and 
washes our clothes 
Cheryl, 7 years old 
I Love my morn because she 
love's me and not just 
because of that she .lets me 
go to my friend house 
shennun's and Rhonda and 
Some time she let me stay 
overnight by now. 
Donna Folmer, 7 years old. 
I Thank you for taking me to 
the fair. Thanks for taking 
care of me when I'm sick or 
in troulbe. Thank you for all 
the things you have done for 
• me all year long. I love you 
: because you love me. You're 
the best morn in the world. 
Jugette Loftus, 9 years old 
,I love my morn cause she's 
so sweet 
Terms of sale 10percent with I love her when she tickles 
offer, balance 60 days. my feet 
Apply In writing to Canadian 
Legion, 2146 - 2nd 'Ave,; 
Whltehorse, Yukon Y1A 1C4. 
HELPWANTEDi For North 
Central B.C. Ranch: Ranch 
operator:  to work: lwi th  
owner; must ~.have 
mechanical Inclinatlon~ In 
lieu of wages, appllcent 
could run up to 50 animal 
units, including feed and 
accommodation,year round. 
Three room .cabln with 
water and power on ranch. 
Reply to Box 118, care of 808, 
207 West Hastings St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H7. 
BUS INESS OP-  
PORTUNITIES: Dairy 
Queen Brazier franchise 
equipment and business for 
sale. 45 minutes drive from 
Vancouver, B.C. Building 
and equipment hree years 
old. 7 years left on building 
lease. Approx. 2,000 sq. ft. of 
building could be sub-leased. 
Send replies to Box i17 care 
of 808, 207 West Hastings St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H7. 
I love my morn cause she 
treats me right 
She dose not spoil me but 
makes me be polite 
. Susan Zelinskl, 18 years 
• o ld  • 
I love my morn because she 
dom't spoil me. But she 
dora' t get to made. I love 
my morn because she backes 
me nice things. And when I 
ask her the unser to my 
homework and she never 
told me. But she said it is 
better for you have to learn 
your self because you go in 
the next grade you will get a 
bad mark. 
Sarah Horon, 9 years old 
I love my morn because she 
is nice to me and my sister 
and brother, she loves loves 
us and we love her. she helps 
us. She makes home made 
bread and she takes us to 
~eena crossing to see our 
granny and grandpa and 
Aunties uncles and cousing 
the End 
Tracey Brown, 9 years old 
I LOVe my morn because she 
is nice tu me and she gives 
me money and I like when I
get money. She let me join 
brownies and she takes me to 
REAL ESTATE: 1.49 acres 
on heavily travelled main 
hlghway to Interior of B•C/; 3 
miles outside large govern- 
More Mothers Day i Letters 
• I love'+' was the boss and I like my ~y morn +When she 
family, cooks *and ,When she is 
Peter Yip, 8 years old Loveble, And s~ntcble. And 
when She gives my mouey. 
I love my morn because she Anita, 7 years old 
is nice. We play together end , :,, . . . .  
she lets me have a teaparty. I help her clean up She gives 
I help her in the Kitchen and me cluse She gives me Food 
the garden I love her top . and She is nice to me. She Bisus 
I am special to her. Food for. me She is vercly 
Robin KIIlaly, 7 years old , 
I Love my morn because she 
is nice to me and when we. 
were in Port Hardy she' let 
me join the Beavers.- When 
nice She.gives my Brevtse 
Jussi Mysti'om, 8years old 
becb~e she is kind 
She buys' things for hus and 
She is nice to' bus and takes 
we moved here she let me care of you and gavs you 
join Hokey. .', things and" good and shes 
Michael C., 8 years old " nice She'likes yOU evry time 
. . . .  ' and ~ood and nice and she is 
I love my morn because she'i nice 
is the best thing that was'. Jassy Dhaml, 7 years old 
invented. It wouldn't be the 
same f f  I didn't have one. I She Take's care of me. SHe 
wouldn't know what tb do: ' iskindtome.Sheissensebei 
Trevor Hanses, ?years old She give's me my lunch 
Wendy Hoodikoff, 7 years 
Because my Mother buys me old , ' 
lots of things like a hamster ' " 
and lets me have Iota of' " She helps peple; She likes 
money and candy, peple. She cooks for me. She 
Sometime when I go to swim helps do things.. She can do 
meets I get 5 dollers • ..' lots of tld'ogs She is nice My 
Rae-Ann Apolcz~, 8 years morn is #treng/ 
old , Surinder Dhallwni, 9 years 
:, old 
Whe I Love my mother" 
I She's nise I love my morn and she loves 
2 She brink's me to  the '. me. whes I nead her help 
dokter when l~am sik :" ' ~ she is there..when I am sad 
3 She makes's my bed she is my morn cheers me up. She 
understanding and she has gets my breakfast for me. 
ruspeced for met She get my clothes for 
4 for lunch she gives me.; school I 10re my morn. 
what I~want ;. i: Debbie Bhekburn. 
5 I.even think she clealna my .~ 
Bedroom ..+, :
Elizabeth Olson, 7 yea~i 
old +. ,+.', 
Why I love my 1~J~er "'+!:I' 
Because she is very nice to 
you. and When she is sick 
you do the housework.. -  ..... 
Gall Perkins, ? years oid 
I Love My Mother ~beca~ 
She's nice Lovable and Kind 
and my Mother is pa~t  
and she gives me things'~e' 
likes people She takes care 6f 
me. She fixes me meals and 
She's sencesble. And She 
takes me places to dnd:~,l~. 
also lets me by things I'v~nt 
sometimes. 
Marina Fletcher, 8. ye~.  
old ,.+ 
Why I Love My moth~,'~' 
I love my morn she loves me 
~r d e~ly thets why I love 
her, 'she'll kiss my sore 
better and give me a ban- 
dode, she'U give me a hug 
when time for bed. When she 
said by now ~['d be off to 
school and that8 why I love 
my mom. 
Tassamee Ling . 
I Love my mother besuse, 
she cares for me and she 
fixes food for me. and 
washes my clothes when 
there dirty and she's nice 
and kind and gmreus whes 
its my birthday she buys me 
lxesmts and always buys 
me toys. when i'm sad she 
cheers me up and makes me 
glad. And  I love mother 
because she spends most o/ 
her time c len~ the house 
I love my morn became She 
helps me with my frienus 
birthday and She helps me 
with my room and She takes 
care of me and She gets me a 
yo-yo and She takes care o.f 
my brothers and Sisters ana 
my animals and She gives, 
me a ride to School and She 
takes me home after School; 
She loves me and I love her. 
Angel Wlebe, 8 years old 
I Love my morn because She 
makes me a btrthdoy cake 
for ,my birthday and she 
love s me and on Sunday she 
make' pizza for us. 
Vally Chhokar, 7years old 
1 Love my morn Because She 
is nice and She does tots d 
thing for me and She bring 
me for a long ride end When 
I am sick She is nice to me 
and She buy me lots of thing 
and they are always nice and 
always When I come h0m.e 
from School, she let me go m 
my friends house and she let 
me do any thing When I 
come home from school and 
I love my morn because She 
makes me very good meals 
and I Love my mo~ very 
much. 
Anna Medolros, 7years old 
I lovemy morn becanee: She 
make me a Brithday Cake~ 
and I like her because She 
stays up with'me if I sick. 
and I like her because She let 
me Join up for Soccer. 
SteveWillisem, 8 years old 
I Love my morn because 
She'a the best morn I had. 
And I Love my morn when 
She ~eis mad at me I 8t~ 
love her. I Love my morn 
because She helps me when I 
get sick. she brings me to the 
doctors when I get sick she 
helps me put away my 
clothes. And she hugs me 
when I am crying I Love my 
morn became my morn 
Loves me. She helps me 
ove~jlime when I do 
something wrong I love my 
morn because shes alway 
gives me love. She lets me 
have a party She keeps main 
bed when Im sick she's 
always gives me gifts she 
has a good life with the she 
gives me a orange belor I g~ 
to bod. 
Shetis, 8 years old 
ment ski hill. Excellent thedalryqunenandthedosn She's nice ~!~ andwa8hingthedlshes, and
motel and restaurant suds.. _ . _ S.he, kn.ows pep!e r . .  ~/ . wbenl'msickshemakus me 
,^~.,^- e35 000 cash ,,Ives ~lartha uerKy, ; years old ~ne .s Kma.to etne PepI¢ well and she helps me with I love my morn because SHe 
~~.~' .~ . . . .  ~"~" , liiJ~, ~;, ..~ .,i, '+ - ,~;,She qgys~s..r~ut mr a#~i/di~ :, my~J~l~ework ,~u~. jed~ buya me clolhhes and Id~ 
~. .=~, ,~, .~. . ,~ .~~a~=~ ' : ' " " . . . .  for a • 
- -  ;z~'~,- , ; , '+-  ~,'~ + '  +~loves me, .Became she bu~ She bOySeJ~tforas.+,~ ...... she'ek++a~theretot~tb, waKes me up in the m ~  
~- ITy ,  t2 .~,  ~. 'V  "~V" ~i J ,p  
....... . ~ " : ~ +-" ' ' :: us clothes and a bird and lets She heipos as ' ~vith gigs, 9 years old and I Love my morn whm 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: me go swimming and put us homework ' ~ IlovemymombecauseSbe she lets me play with my 
1975 IOOE International ' in baseball and bageL. And She cooke for as z helps me birthday parties, fHmds and I love my morn 
Crawler 4-1nl bucket figure skating too. She is 
backhoe; 1971 Ford dump nice to me and my sister. 
truck; Tandem trailer. 5ell 
as a unit. $39,500, Op-  
pertunlty for business here. 
Phone evenings 112.95S-2407, 
Anglemont, B.C. 
HELP WANTED: Sales 
person with mobile home 
experience, capable of 
working alone required for 
dealership in Comox Valley. 
Send references and details 
to Box 3237, Courtenay, B.C. 
V9N 5N4. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES: 
"Pre-fab" Buildings. Barns, 
s to rage ,  p layhouse ,  
doghouses, greenhouses, 
garages, guest-rooms; 
cabins, . bathouses. 
Assemble in minutes. 
NUFAB Construction Ser- 
vices & Supply, 22470 Fraser 
Highway, Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P6. Phone 530.6201. 
REAL ESTATE: Carlboo 
Investments. 16 un t ~otel ;  
grocery and meats; fully 
"And last night she made a 
pan of a cake. 
Beverley Lunquist, 9years 
old 
I love my morn becuse she is 
, nice to me and my sisters 
and She gives ome money to 
spend and save and She lets 
us go swimming and skating 
She lets us have a bike and 
she :gives us something to 
ess.: We are allowed to go 
over to friends Wbon she gets 
mad at me and my sisters I 
know she loves me and my 
sisters I know she loves me 
but my sister doesn't helive 
that.she loves her. She is a 
really good mother to me 
and my sisters and I very 
very love he too. When I get 
mad I still know that she 
loves me 
Bernie Hubbard, 8 years 
old 
I love my morn' because she 
is nice to me. She gives me 
money when I don't ask her 
• for it. But the best thing I 
like about my morn is when 
equipped: truck.stop motel she takes me up town. And 
with lounge: busy, auto * she buys me things I don't 
wrecking, or a transmission ; need. And she let me join 
repair. For details write or Browniesbutdidn'tleLme go 
phone (:entry 21, Bob Sutton in because there was to 
Realty, 3S1 Reid St.,. many. They told me to start 
Goesnel, B.C. V2J 2M5, 112., in september. 
992.8818. Lyaetto Gray, 8 years old 
BUSINESS 0P .  
PORTUNITIES: Free In- 
formation, How to raise 
earthworms for profit. 
Complete traln!ng and stock 
avalleble. New growers- 
wanted• Western Ear- 
thworm Farms Ltd. 
Raymond, Alta. T0K 2SO, 
Dept 'B', Phone (403) 752, 
3840. 
Incorporetel S7O.00 plus 
filing • ~rees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised in. 
corporation over the phone - 
fastl Call Self-Counsel 
Services ,toll free, 112.800- 
663.3007. Chargex and 
Mastdrcharge accepted. (4. 
13) . .:J~. 
~i~ 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
Dlvorcel $100.00 plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone - fastl Call Self. 
Counsel Services foil free 
112.800.663-3007. Chargex 
and Masfercharge accepted. 
{d-13} 
I love my morn because She 
is nice. She gives me things 
but she won't give me a dog, 
or cat becuse my brother is 
allergic to allot of things 
thata why I can't have a dog 
or a cat in our housel I like 
to sleep with a cat of mabe a 
dog I love dog and cats and 
more pets and my morn said 
we might go to ferry Island 
with or motorhome. I like 
ferry bland it is nice. 
Geyle Deinstsdt, 7 years 
old 
I Love my morn because she 
is good to me and she buys 
things for me. Shebuys food. 
I love my morn because she 
love me. My morn gives me 
money 
Petro hares, 8 years old 
I love my morn because she 
born me and buy me some 
toys and she make break- 
fast, lunch, and dinner for 
our family. At Hong Kong 
she let us go anywhere.. I 
went o my grandma end she 
give money for me and I go 
buy something to eat. My 
dad was a shoe maker and he 
She boys staff for as ~, 
She washes Dishes for as 
She makes taff for as ! ;: 
Binder Kandola, 8. years 
old : '  
My mother cooks for me,. ~. I
like my mother I cook for.my 
mother all the time. I waBh 
the dish's a lille time. :~ 
ol~harlene MUle]', 8 yed~ 
buys me things and she hsi~ 
me when I'm sick 
Allan Manly, 7 years old 
Boeuse she cooks dinner. , 
She takes ~are of me., ,.,~ 
She buys me stuff.! i 
She tuks me in bed. . 
She rends me a story. 
WilUe Yna, 7 years old 
My morn is very nice and ~e 
give's me money to go to.the 
stor and she let's me play out 
aide and pick the Flowers in 
the back yard and she cooks 
super for me and she glves 
me stuf. 
Brldgette, 7years old 
be cose she buy you Things 
you want and gets you books 
and Brings you down town 
and Gets you candy. 
Trevor Mason, 8 years old 
1. She takes yon out for 
supper . . . .  
2. She buys you birthday 
presents en your brithday 
Gerri Mae-Ann MeSwayn, 
? years old . . ; .  
because she's Love" of bole' 
and under standing she has 
good thole she Love me she 
take'a good tear of me she is 
a good mother she tris her 
best for me I love her vere 
much 
Heidi Smyth, 8 years old 
She is nice and kind, She 
blae siul for you She biae cos, 
far you too. 
Hobble Hall)in, 7 years old. 
She bet me toy. and closes. 
and pants, and a bike too, 
and a wach too, and she bot a 
bed. 
Connie Konopke, .8 years 
old 
1 love my mother because' 
she takes care of you whm 
your sick,. She .buys your 
cothes, she's kind, She buys 
you stuff, She cooks, She 
helps yeu with your home 
work. 
Krlstina Mutschke, 8 year~ 
old 
She helps me cook at 
mealtioo.. She helps me 
read my book. She helps me 
• with my work. She helps me 
draw a picture. Size helps 
me with my Arthmetic. She 
helps me make my bed. She 
b~me with my reading 
• She helps me with 
times table. She helps me 
with my rims. 
Horace Lincoln, 8 years 
old 
I Love my room because She 
let's me cockat  the 
restaurant. Sheceokefer me 
at home. She let's me go 
outside to play. She helps me 
with the birthday party. She 
let's mb bring up my rabbit. 
She.let's me do typ~g. She 
let's me put Oh a record on 
the stero. ,. 
~tchee Wong; s',years old 
I Love my men because She 
givesmeaH andcondrt. She 
gets me up in the morning. 
shea is nice .., ' 
Fransua Drlol, grade 3 
l Love my morn' because she 
helpa me get the brtthdey 
party ready and She lets me 
make a cake and She takes 
me for a car ride to a show 
en~l. She alWa~yS gives me 
love. 
carol Wll!oughby, T years 
old . . 
I io~e my morn becauseshe 
lets me make .a cake she 
takes care of me when I am 
sick She alwas gives me love 
and comfort. 
Vlvlan Wrlgh.t,.7.yeers old 
because She lets me Jdn up 
for soccer and she loves me 
to• 
Harpal Manhas, 7 years 
old. 
I love my morn became 
when She Comes to meet me 
in the hospital and when she 
takes care of me. andoomes 
hack from work. and she buy 
me nice Thinp and when she 
let's me go with her I love 
my morn 
Jack Headiol, 9 years oi(I 
I love my morn because She 
helps me make my bed. She 
give's me a hug and kiu 
good by. When I am vrey 
sick my my mere stays up all 
night with me. She give's me 
a hug end kiss befcr i go to 
bed. She plays kiss with me. 
I love my morn because 
Terry Bartlett, 8years old 
I love my morn because, she 
buys me clothes, and tails 
eareof me and cooks food for 
us. and I love her becauqe 
she loves us. 
Bobby, ? years old 
I Love my morn she helps me 
cleanup my bed room she 
takes me for ride she takes 
me shopping she help mo 
when I am sick my morn 
makes my meals When I get 
hurt my morn helps me my 
morn loves me 
Stephen Salanekl, 8 y~rs 
old 
,~j . 
• pRoVi,CE OF BRITISH COLUMSIA 
: M IN ISTRY OF H IGHWAYS 
• i: TERRACE H IGHWAY DISTRICT 
Pursuant to Section.27 of the "Highway Act" and 
i 
: regulations .pu.rsua.nt to the "Commercial Transport 
Ac;:, ncTtice m nereny given that all toad restrictions on 
Highway 16 are rescinded in the Terrace . , . .  yUJ-Lwa* p I 
Dlstrict'ief~ctive: 
i ' " '  '::il:00'a'm" Wednesday May 10,1978. 
• ~, . ~ P.M• Wightman 
.... * ;:; ' ':" . Acting 
I District Highways Manager 
I1' Daie(i 'at'~errece ' for 
! may,, ,97 , :•  Minister at Highway~ 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frames Dnke 
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 13,1978 " ' 
What kind of day will the completionof an important 
tomorrow be? To find out what project; also "a real Ira- 
ihe stars say, read the forecast provement in your flnandal 
g!ven for your birth Sign.  situation. . =x"  
ARIES M~F,z  SAGITrARIUS I~(~ 
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) - ]4z,.-~ (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A new contact, possibly a Wait on decinlom until all 
avenues have been explored. 
change of scenery or activity Should temporary deterrents 
indicated. Make the most of all appear, handle discerningly, 
~-' to provide a highly with dear-headndness, smart 
• . ,  , .  
• o : , ,  . . • 
"L  • • • o • 
. FOR MONDAY, MAY 15, i978 
Whit "_kind of' day will .SCORPIO .' m~tC 
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 t~.Nov. 22) , ,v r / r -  
tim stari  say, read the force•st Curb emotions and.do not lot 
given fo~ your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
You'll do best ~ now by 
ccope~atI~I with others in~tcad 
of ImIitbig on your own way. 
Some friction possible, in the 
them become a factor  in 
making vital decisions. Stre~ 
objectivity, ree][s~. 
SAGITrARIUS , - .~ . .~  . 
~Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~P4"f r 
Conditions not pleasing in all 
areas? Look over the whale 
picture and you'll see that there 
,'I 
I T IR I I I : :~ .  : ,~. . J~- ,_ . ; ;~ ~'-/ "REGISTER i 
I ,.,0,, s.,. i 
' i.~. '' 
THE HERALD,  Friday, May 17, 1978, PAGE I:) 
b X ~ m  
ktter"case. .' 
VAURUS'. U ~  
(Apr. 2I.to May 21) 
'Advuncela new idea, enlist he 
help of otbera to put it across. 
Ued~ prev~dling ir~luenoes, 
you.. should. "win new ben, fi~ s, 
are .more benefits .thud 
liabilities to count ,  and  more to 
ga in  tha, l ose .  ' 
CAPRICORN q"t '~  "'. 
( l~c. 22 to J an .  20) vd  ~'~ . 
Erase  s la te  for  a c leon ,  f resh  
beginning,, even though old 
matters carry ova, In.'thk 
• • ,•  " . .  , '  , .  " • . 
r./~, ~ ~-71- - - -  /, ~.-.~.._~'~"~----7~ 
• manner, yo'u can brighten your stlmulating day! control. GEMINI ~ " • ! ~-  . TAURUS ~ CAPRICRON ~.#t"~ " ndvance your status.; 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VO ~I~. (May 22.ta June 21) I~  -. outlook, willbemore responalvie 
to unexpected ~angee, ,' ' Be careful about your Youringenulty, fured~htmd. ..f~neplnnetoryrestrletons. AQUARIUS . . . .~ .  
Judgments and emotional intuition should, be at • peak Be. cautious in budgetary (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~ '~ .. 
~'eact!ons. Dubious ventures now. A good tlme to Iook..into. mattei'I and DO control ' P lanetary  inf luences . "  . '  --"__~/.'.. .:, .:~; . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ . . , . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
may.as proposed. Control en- new offerings and gnu@ .the'. en~nns.'Some situnt/ons will stimulate keen and. quick 
lh~lasm. Do nethlng without reulvelue.':" ~.allf~.unus.uaitsot/:? thinking;generateinsplring [4,,, ,,;' UKELSE PHARMAGY 
careful thought. AQUARIUS . ' .~, ,~_~.  CANCER : . ~ '~,~ i deas  wh ich  could be.of g reat .  LI e 636-7263 
GEMINI  .... - J~-  (Jan, 21 to Feb, 19) " ' .~g~ . 
(May 22 to J.tme 21)an~ " /  Direct your Innate en- . (Juno 33.to Judy ~3)~a~%,~ benefit to orgaulzation~ or to  • 
Af lne uay [er personal bet- thusiasm i , to  prosreasive | Mother's Day C, rds, Gifts, Cosmetics and prompl 
terment, sodal activities and channels. You can socomplkh- i '. prescription services . I~ 
long-range planning. Avoid a more than ma~.othars now. . _ ~ . , . . , , , , . .  ........ ,~ : : : : : . .~ , ,  .......... ,....,,~ 
A recent ly  • proffered your conununity, . . . .  
saueItion to which, you may . PISCF~ . " " " 
not have givenmuch thought-(Feb.20 to Mar:. 20.).~ .~ .  • . 
tendency toward extravugance, Especially favored" written, could, quite unexpectedly, open ~ome at your .est mesa may _ , 
however, matters and travel plans. • new (1oo11 to progress. Think ..come w.h~ you lent .e~.~. 
CANCan Oz~ raCES - . , .X  ~ a lmt i t z~ow. .  . . m..~ue•no.o,p~U~t~m.~oyourmiranew., theAMAZlIvG~HD,-R.MAN. By Stan Lee and  John  Remi ts  
(June 22 to July 22) %-J  (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) (ZZ:~I': ~ • ' t~t,--( '~ it may prove profitable later, r~ou e~uN-r you~ ~vou TH~K N . H.~RE~U . . . . . .  
Maintain a calm attitude in You are now at • pointWbu~ (july 34 to'A~, 22)ukqcg,~,~, . • • I,qOW4W,~m" l~e?•uw ~'r.~NOI./REI I.~P~aLL 5~- .g_w~j_  I F " ' / / i  
allsitoations and you ean avoid you esu as.~'t your views and Do not t ry ' to  change pro- YOUBORN TODAY are nn IFOR,4~I$~!~fO m~I'~t. ITHEA'~IC~I.I~L /W~q~K~v''.,df/AgdPYI. ~.alI[~,l 
a lot of frnstration. Stress tuct succeed at pioneering effoFta, pin!~d actlvitles, or r~se  ideailstand a h ! I ta r inn  a t .  i~,~.aa ,NT~e~e~R~ - • e~r .~A.~I I  , - _ . _ - -~m' /~, / -~-A i  ~ .~ I~,  
lnalldeaiings--expectallywith Many are receptive and gain k taeUes withoutgwmg omers heart You are tms~at ive,  ~ ~ ~ ~ . .  _ ,~ .~\  "~ '~. .~. J  
members of the opposite sex. indicated. " . " ~lVas~e notice. Careful ex- intuitive, poetic and someOd~ ~. 
LEO ' " Fhmatinnofyo~deelsio~ can of a dreamer. 'But, as is not 
(July24 to Aug. 23) J~:~ YOU .DO~N.TODXy,..,ra inve~mUmndoFstandings, a]waysthecasewithdreame~, i 
Certain situations will be ennowed wire almost mmui  YIMCd) ~ i. ~_~, ,. .  you have the happy facultyof 
beyond your control now, so .creative. • ab i l i ty "  and i~,,~ ~,,,.~=.,t~22~1~'~ making your drcems come tme. 
d~n~ttrvtolumdlethemonvour mmgmauon, i~USUW prac~ ~.'P_--"--.~_.'~3,.. " . . .  '='~-e Yourversatilltytsouistandin~, 
o-~ini-{lative~-Ask advice f'rom ticality to ~ your I ~ , .~rs  ' - ,~"  - - - t~ 'T~'~e but yOU express yomlell be~ 
• trustworthy source. .life. You co~d~_~t~!  . . . . . . . .  " "~o but do through music, writing jm~ ~ sma~rmam . .= .w.~ ' OY 
um,,..~ ~, ,  m mine, w.uns an= pmnuni. = ~"~"""" ' :  r~" - - .  painting. Your love for home 
". '~"~. . . . . . .  I~% butceuldevenlp, le¢lNMlin,oo~ not i lnn~n~ul tU l J~p epareo, andfim~inbuundlesoundyou I l i ~ I ~ I I  
An average day which can be ,~; ~ "  ,'.,~, o'--~,."~",,~ ,"~'~,~ ~ __~.~ wil l  even en~.lflee yourself to 
made much br~hter, more ~L,~"~o'-~'~-~.~-.~ , , "~ '~ ~-~ (Sept, 24 toot , .  22)z[~ . .bring.nappin~u. to .thcee 
mean~ul ,  with a little extra wj~.,-, ~.,,~.,,~ . . . . .  - , -  or interior deenrati~. You love At t i c  persulta m personal Jove. You we .u~I n lze  .mr. out-. 
voFve on your part, Getoutand natureundcouldbesuezeallent reint/mbddpe need extra care standing teat/re'; con~. amo 
"mix." Some exciting new hnrfloultm'i~ or hohlnJIt Ind. IIiOW. You IHy have to reckon succeed in inedldne 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with =ome unforeseen hap- field involvin~ the 
cuntacts passible, unllkemnnyTaareans, yodare IIdI~s, may have to take a Birthdateof:JamesMenonm~. 
LIBRA __~ fascinated with the kw. Should 
(Sept. 24 I~. Oct, 22) ~"-~ ~' you decide on the lepl  field as a lollS, raise view in plonn~. Jo.,~ph Cot,an, film star~ '. 
• chtevement, possibly some up as • Jurist, s t s te~.  OF 
unusual token at recogmu.on, politician but,almo~ cer t , ,  y, 
Those engsged, in creative you will pub.me one of the trin AL~t06S 3~ Part of M.A. DOWN. ~ 20 Reset. " . :T l l  W i  0.1~ w . . by *t.mt wk~ .rod Jobam, .u t  
pursuits especlauy tavorecl, as an avecatlen: BIHhdate. of: 1 EIlh~. ' l l  Pub game I Sidp'a record 21 .U~Jy old, ~ ' ;~; ; . . :~ ,=~" '~- r  / u~l~- I ~  i -,;~ :',-.:__ .-..-,., Ir _ . .  , ..__ - -  " I v/.4'N-I" TD.~NI~ , r~u 
SCORPIO m.~FC, Sir Arthur S~lvun ,~ gKdl in~y,  ZlLmddana Zltal lt  women • ~t~r~-~ 
(Oct. 24 to lqov.')"vrM- (G i l I~ ' tand 'v lm' ; -  fo r . .  county  3Odento l , ,= , - - In  ~ ~ .  ~ ~ ~  ~ ; V ~ I  ~ !_~.  
Some interesting possibilities Braque, Fr. iminler;l~pinw du I Flabby 40 Penred's 4 Court India 
Indicated. Day may finally see Maurler, author. ' l! F.AllkI~to pal procedures " ~ . _~_ . .  IA4 
FOR SUNDAY, MAY 14,19'78 . 1t Llye/'of 41Eva~un~ 6 Ind/an.. . ~l Per/od of 
What kind of day will SCORPIO I .~ ,  theeye 47CImucers ,, 7Brtngsback d0ty .:~ 
tomorrow bu?. To flnd out what (DOt. 24toNov, 33) " 'v rm I i ' F .~ ,  " .o~Ba~ 8Abrupt" , ~condiment 
the stars say, read the forecast Mixed planetary lnfl~w.'~l. ~ a]. • 48 Thinker i I Roman poet ~ Eveqlreem 
given for your birth Sign. You may be uncertain as to how 16 Ar imtic @ WInter 10 Descended 31Thing, • 
. _ _ to proceed at times. Buz I " bm'b. . vehicle 11Narrative In.taw 
~uJ~ ey~ time to think Ud~s out. Haste 17 Hil l  dwelle~ 50 Weight of 13 Undersized 33 Elevated 
(Mar  2|  to  Apt 20)  ~ nr imn, , |~ i~.a -  rmdd 5,~1~, ~ Walk I/ke ~ animal 34 Biblical .." 
.e . - -o . . , . . . . - - . .w . . . - - .  I   STe XS '24II " ..... 
n~qeullfor, c .~efp l~C~p,  SAGri ' rARIU$' ' - - -aA .  ' 40.~51~d . AvB;solutiunt/me:SSmin,.  8S =l~sed " : ' i  ,,, : _ , -  .. ,:, . . . . . . . . . .  ., ~ ' . , , , , . , i~  
DgmH~ I~ IH IO IP IB IA ID IP lA IL i~  Irt COI  ~ , ,  ,~. ~ '  ~ ~.u~'  ;h~%ula b., day of ~,t " ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " - ' "  
.Handl.e .all .wi,th yo.ur tuna personal achievement. Aim to --.m,,--;,~a~,,, . IH IO IWIL IEWIE IAtS I I  IAI . =wln~,.dlv 
foresight am ms{reuon, attain goals you ,hav~ Iet for |~..,~M.'--'.,...., • IAJ~EI/~BBGiAINIGISI'rlEIRll -.. ;.o,..--.-~-....._ . .  f rom • 
- • - iG~AING~ViAlYIAISI  ID]EI 1 f . . . .  i '~p~'~l~- /a i "~ l~ " - -~  . Open until 10 p.m. F r id ly  and Saturday i TAURUS HX=TrP yourself, but don t expect l~e N { ~ M ~  .. ea _ . l~  U I ;~ IN iL IE IE  . . . .  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ ' /~"  unreasonable. ~ ~ I~MI ILIEiYIF~OILIDIEII~ISI ~ua- I "~ . '  . "  ' 47~6' LAKELSE PHONE ~3S-TW7 • 
Independence of thought and CAPRICORN " ~t~,  ' ~ ' " IAiCIE BIOIX I IO~i 39 Widespread ; 4736 LAKELSE 
• cUen should be stressed now. (Dee. 33 to Jan. 30) "~m 50 ~uddsh " I~ I~ iAE IT IO[~iE~L~JY~I  40 Start for . . . . .. ' . . . 
But don't arbltrar~ reject Thisday.r~y...l~. achai~.e .~IIlda. l . .  ~ '  _g_asa°r~=h ~ATI=i_~M." : . '  - byRogerBollen&GaryPeterman 
unuau•l ideas. A tresn m your nanpta~zy. ; s l ' ow m I~ Tume~ out IAI~IAIDIAIGtAINI~tW2AJla ~ yercelve ~ n  i / • V!  n . . • 
viewpoint could give your el- yourlotwith.thoasv~hooppom MRow . L ~ E /~Troplea ! .i .~:!' i :'"' . . . . . . .  
fortsbutt~direetien, you, II.the~eIInO~IIIwlyw h, ,  . _  - ,  , _  . . . . . . .  , _,.,.-, 
GEMINI l l . ,e~ ~. acldeveyourends. . . .  . . . .  (al~i)  • ~ES TES  ~A~.  '1"1..: " '~ ' /~ '~ . '  ~ ~ /NOVa,~T~'M~I~/~_  L_  ~ j . J '7~- r~ 
(May 32 to J,une 21) mr / "  A?U,.31A~I~SFe b 19 ,=0q~ 34 .l.[.Jndof . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . .  ___.~,_ ..~Uday . | ~ ~ ' - - J ~ ' -  ~ ,  ~ ~INL~T~TA'T'pIINK,MA~'<~R'-, - -  - ' 
Wide norzzons are your to.,;. ... ~ ._. Ipper  . . mmwer w yeateruny s pmwc. 41U m~ervezen " : . . . .  ' ._ ~ ~ ^,~ c:~, ,~ , t~ At.4 c:~:~_C~L.L... ~ ." I 
dimension. But don',do as the ~oumaysoonnavewenpge s ~.- ? . ~-, ~ c~c.,-,-- . . . . . . . .  ,..-1 '-1 _ i!l 
with brilliance, then lose in- ~ososareymnaWangm . ,: ~ ~ "--'d ; "  I . . . , '  . ~'-~:. r, ~ ~ ~ " , . e~ I 
• " (Feb 20toMar  20) ~ l i J  I ~ - -  I • ",  ' [l~P~l~J~'JIAl~, Irmm,/'"~ ~/ I )  ,' | I 
CANCER ' " , . . . . .  - - ,^ . , , , .  , , ,  Oe : )  You wi l l  f , , ,  imp,o ,  ing I I " I " ~ ~ 1  I~ i~ l l ( t~f f~ l r~ '  " "~;~-  i I 
~'~-~.~.~'~o:"-~.~"l=,~,~ ,~. conditions in some, •r?.u, v2r/" t ~ "--1 - t ~ , J i~ l~\ ' : l l fT I l l  ~I"l ---,/"~,~- '. f 
s.,v., v- - '  ~v  . . . . . . .  e IIeI . . . .  " i :  " • . '  s .,~H.o no. . .~ ,  ~ mnr~ aggravating compl .xi . " l  I ( , '~ : : ' . .  fC '~r~ ~',~' .~v lX~_  ~ ~ ' :  * I 
, . . . . . . .  -v  - - -  " 'toff ' l~- elsewhere Knowing what to ao . . . .  .. . . .  . . . .  
latiMa..c~yffy- ~_ __ and say at the IP I~te  "~ "--~ '. I~.~'.~.~ i../-. " ' . 
~ours~z a~,_,_o_o ~,~. , .~  moment will be y~ur key to  - -1  - - -  [ ]  ; ...: ::: ...... • . .. . . . "  . = ve abuut , , . J , .  1 . ..... . 
ahead.  _ ' " "~ - -  ~ ~ '  :DOONESBURY:  ' "" : :  : '. " 
LEO ~ YOU BORN TODAY are i . J  " : '~ ' , i " '  " ,- . . . . . .  , ' 
(july 24 to Aug. 22) f~  wed with a hl ~ i~ of - -  - -  ' .., ~. , "  .. " . • U/¢ ~f f  #o':n e~NY 
. endo sh B " . . . . . .  " ' " ' "' /~o/D ~ ~ ~. ,  , , ~ 7 ~ , ~ , ~ . - ,  a • • " ~ " 
pemve nature, you .w.uu~. ima=inationand•'lrnatl0vem ~ J j , ,o  - -  .! n:.. ~l~. you ~Y/~ I I ~o~orr.~z ~y/ /e ;~-  ~:~.  ~-L.~_~'~.._ 
some personal n,rn-zooung ~;e " am-b|t[oul " for uc- / • - . . .1o-/z~.~'T " • "oo~_'_~;'1 I I ~ . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... ~-~~'~.  
L, mtond . . . . . .  " ,  " I ' ' ~ " • ' ' . . . . . . . .  ": ..... • complLahmmt but are ~ . . , " , ,  . . "  ' .. . ' • . \ . .  ;~ 
(Au~,g4toSept. 22)"r'~=~ projects. "~.~s~" i=: your -~  s~ ,1~ IE .~ • .~  .,E ,!  I ~ .~',~.,P, " ~  L ~  
Something you hear may m[. ddle using, as the i~  . - . - J  - -  - -  - -  h - : '  i~'~Ir\  : ";; ~ .I I /~ i~ "- " ~  / - '~  o~-?~L~'~ 
. . .~ .you  :o s=~.•  bit. o: go., hut y~, , . ,~_ . .~;  , c~xvro~ : .  ~-, ii i . / . - .<~" I~ ~ I I /~1%_ ~,~e~ / ~ _ ~  ~ 
oac~tage numeuvermg, nut mastery ~ s.nmar. ®n • '" ,' " : ' • l y ~ ~ " ? J / J / _ [  I ~ 1  - q ~ ~ -  ~ ~ ,  
don't let i.t lessen your sezt- when your-activities, are CODCDXPWV • SZPVWQWP RPZYYWV ; l ; ~ ~  I" ~ . . . . .  I ~ . ~ - - ~  
Co~idenee. Keep going as you hampered by dein~. After Ill, " .  . . . . .  ' ~ . " " J ~ _ ~"/ . ~ . :  " ~ m ~  
~lannedandlgnorerumorn. somewoJeetoDOteke)ougeCto,, ,, . ZYXCD RPZY SPZ J J  ' ' . . . .  ' " ' ' ' ~- - - -~"  _~=~-- -~- -~ '~- -~- - I  ~ ~ ' ~  ' ~ ~ ? ~ ] T t  
LmRA ' ,,, k '~  , Jell. Monyflqldsoreoponzo '. • • . . . .  " . .  '" . . . . .  ~ | *  ~ 'L~- I ' I '~ -L~-L~_~_~' -  " I ~ ~ - L ~ L ~  
~Selit. 24tuOot. 23) "J--~-'= " you, but d,~b!y science, ,iyeetegday,s¢~ryptoqulp--HIGH REi~WIG WRIGGLED'I N ~~- . - - - - := ' "~ '~ I ' ' . . . .  
Make allowances' for the literature, p,mung, music, WILD WIND ' ' '.'" ' ' " ' ' ~ -~ 
e rors of others to imure easier horticulture, ~ a e ~  .0F ar- " ' • ' ~)lg~8KinarezturesSyndicate,|nc • ' ' * . . ' Wecondclerthach/ldtoboaboveaverngeinintelllsence ~K~f  '~ ¢-'~. ~..d~ 
e;ol~eration •from family, chllectare, S. l r~ .~ ~: ~D, " , / '  . . .  Tedsy' iCryptoqulpdue:Xeq~sO . i  . . .  imdreasonablyweU.adjueted, H haI.alr.eadyaekedwhere ~ '~ l~J~J~| l  
,.._._,~,,o;,ao ssodates Don't let Farenheit, physicist; H .a l l .  ~,.,. #~imdbmuI~ . - ' lk  -=  - . - - r JdmnlP  . . . . . . . .  , ,h~Jh , t~ --,----ar'I~ . . . . . . . . .  ik mhI~' m,~ bablel. . ~n~ . . . . .  ~rom ..We warns, apprecmm y•ur opzmon. 
• of Thomas Henry) came, ON THEFENCE ,.~.ence get the butt~ ( . . .~  . . . . .  ~.t~,~.~.~ f~ ~ . -  youth~ th.t X..q.~. O. ~ :.'.-. ' !, . . ' " 
you. hOVerS, Fo~: . • . ,wtllequklOthroughoutthepuf, zle. SinglelettoFa~shortwnr~, ' "~:': ': " ' : '  ' n t 
.: . . . .  ' . itdw0rdIII~unapostrophecangiveyouclueg1olocIt~ " DEAJ~'ON: I sue'.no reason why the boy should o 
: ' By Abigai l  Van Buren " : ~ .~ .  so~ ,. a~=p~ed by~,~, ,o , ,  w l~.  ~ ,  oveot;:0-- pl~t=e ~, worth I0.000 word,. 
"~ ls?gbY@lcgg°Trlb°ne'N'Y'N°wlISy~(LIn4:' '. " : i ' ! ,  lovedioMs (m0efiy children) were poisoned.. ;"~i . : . . i . ' . .  : ' : i  ' " " 
DEAR ABBY: It  is  very late.' but .  somet~ is • "The following ~e a few suggestions that m~h.t UV q a ; . .  i ' . . ' ' " _ . . . . . 
~m lling me to write t~e  In,~ter. ~ , . .  . life~ I=hope ~eu will. think they arew.orl~, pr~tinl . . . .~ • DEAR A~.Y :  Three mon~e a.~o [ nnauy, ac zpma my 
~r  several ye.ars ,of .mat r ix ,  an a_ m~%~tmwmwm~ ;_'!. N ~ s ~  nPOa~°ornSo,thParam~nso~vern~u°st~Yv%~ y_earn~__, :~ an~at i~n om~i~a¢~ ~a~°ex~l~n~e onl~raS~oro y 
ner -m*~ewnow' ,  B ~- .v  . . . . .  . . • . . . . - .  ., , . . -  . • mo~ . . . . .  ,~.,moa ~, t  d;dn't  dare to  mt  our  hopN up, in  S, Dostr.oy outdated medicine, chemicals or. other  'eta~te~ the hormone lxeatmente.  Short ly  a f~rw.ard  I fel~ 
caaeso~; ; l~ in"g"wen; ; ro - -~,  w.e.l]: ev~rythh~ went_  ,~e .  pr.od. ~:t4. by.-flushing bth:a~edOWhne/eh~hato.i]~D)~;~p~ t~. t . . . som'e~: : Jumsn;  , wee exam/hen •na  marnea 
Wenow feel thatwe lost our nantes I~cau~. . t~ m'~ p.m~..,ul.em a.was~e W .Y that,I  was'p ~ . . . . . . .  
~m~ Wm rdOmwas preparing us tor the most ~ecmee lu  by .e~en . _ . . . .  , . . .Determined to go ~eau with the sex cnan~e surgery, s 
• _ . ' . is now 8 men,ha old, end 3. ~ever ' re fe r  to medicine as candy. Children nmy Continued the he'men• tre•tment~, but being • devout 
wfe~ha~h:~:vge: ~:wen ~ul~lc~ hH:ppinesol" rstand *we will d~d~vko~dr ~ ge~7~irc~n~ "C m~'n~n0?c~W: 'ch l ldren ~l~ll~ ° l ic l  cannot consider ~in abortion~ Yet, l don't want a 
.iWhen our son is old enough to un~.e , . ' r . - .  U~."  • ' : ' d '  . " ':, "i' , i '  . 
ta l l  h im of his real.mo.t~er s. love for .  ,h~.~ . Id~bt i _~, I  ~ iik.e ~ i~ i~ec i~d~ ' ~ .  dwia¢  :de~d/n  atol~lPt~:nmset~.....Myjrokr~er .n~ fYfrori:: d ?bob~u~tbo ngm:  e~ve o~_er:~lod, 
haVeer beenreonau•S une~mnas, • pray ,vr ,,she -,,,.7. ~w~Is' T~J~=~ls -  , . . .b t to"" r  ~ l~e" ' ; t '~ i~h '~ '•  t~ avoid, nuddng" • nds"°~e '). ' - "~-"  : :"~b~)y,'~]' Was • lou'kin8 fo rward  both physi~zl ly •nd 
p l=.pe~, ,  o~y.  ; - s tone  unwed.mother ' s  boMt ,  f~  i t  ' § .Keepa l ldean ing  f lu id,  soap .~wdgre  .~.~,me.didne" .in, emotio~n~y to  a .new life .as a transsexual.  What  course 
. . . . . . . .  ~?,,- .o=,,~=~^ all ado- f ive  ns~ents feel, '~  cl  .ucUa~ iasplrin and v i tamins,  out  of the' chi ldren's re i~,  :bl~ould I take,'/, ' . ppx reesea ~ne ~r. - , , . -o  r ' ' • . . . . . . . .  u 
:~::.ii. NEW MOTI'I~R = NEW ¥0 RK u~:~bI~dor~; t~0n ~"be  :ob~d'~ae:iby :"~ / " ::"":::.., " 
'.'DEAR u, VERY:= ta out, g,. b,th to the 
' i the ultimate In "sou  D~meu.  use  m. -  s .~ ,  w m, ,~.  w- ,  u . , . , . .w ,o , ,  . _,~.__~ 
' !.~!. own g~_I.11L_ dld, ' ' , -  " pharmIci lt  what to do ff your child,in i~koned, ' them ~e~adderi  hv in8  • le t  cbonge operation. . 
mane momers wuo . . . . . . .  , . . . .  , , .  w . .  • : • ' - PAVTT. lq~ K C ; If you. I4I  Isal]Ik~ a.nude emotionally and want • 
!~' Thanks for • moat approprmze ,tern mr m~mer., -mr.  . . ' " . . . . .  " "  "- "~" ~' ' ' t l~t corresponds .with your fee.liaRs, resume yo.ur ,or .t~n 
'D AR ABBY National Poison Prevention Week (March DEAR ABBY: Our cat is about to have kittens. My wlfe .ptan,.if the iDthbr~.exper tence  ups ~e ,caAte.m.tavor '~Vant me to cl 
E ~ . : . . . . . . . . . . . .  =..x.t ~.vervone and I dimurree on  whether our boy, 6 years old, should of IIvi~IL i~ ~a'w.bman, fOLlOW 'that Inclineuon. nut an not 
: ' re atcenuon man s~ r ,~,. , - , . .  - . '19. 25)'8eserved" m° . . . . . . . . .  t last -ear  over 500,000withes, tl~, event, ' i' ,, muey 'nmule  mdena you feel totally female. 
thinks it. can r. happen m mere, ~'~ ~ . ' ' . . . . '  . 
by Gar ry  Trudeau 
I ~  A um~ M~.E 
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I ~W,/vO.. -~/s YF-~. 8/~ 
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:0  News 
News 
0 News 
News 
News 
: 45 News 
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~i Hollywood 
8 ; Squares. Gri~'dy 
Adams 
Worlds Greatest 
Bounty Hunter 
t ~  
) Rockford Files 
Dog and 
=) Pony Show 
CFTK 
(CB~.) 
i - -  
Flinstones 
Flinstones 
Mary Ty,er 
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Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Celebrity 
Concert 
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Special 
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Own 
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Wmergency 
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World Cup 
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News 
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Cont. |1 .... 
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Marie 
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Lchrer 
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Washington 
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Masterpiece 
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0 i . . . . .  i ; Quincy Rich Man Switch Advocates i Quincy Poor Man Switch Advocates 
) Quincy Switch Dick 
Quincy Switch Cavett 11 e- - !o - -  Wor,  i News National News Wart 
) Tonight Night Ctv Sign Off 
Show Final News 
12 Tinier - 90 Minu""t'~ News Ho~r 
Show Live I Final 
Tonight 90 Minutes I Late 
Show . . . .  Live I Show 
Saturday, May 13 IO a.m.- 5 pa. 
I n oo I~ggy Pants I ~,urday--' i George--- '~"~'~T-,~ - -" - - - -  
I i I :is I & Nitwits ~ Morning I George i Street 
i I J :3o I Space I Quiz I Flower | Sesame 
I V :45 I Sentinels I K,ds I Spot I Street I 
4 I I  :00 I Baseball I Mis"s~on I Memo~a~" I Huma~-~ ' 
I I :15 | Pre.game I Impossible J Cup I Sexuality 
I I :30 | Major I.eague J Mission J Memorial I Human 
~"  db :4s I Baseball I Impossible I Cup I Sexuai,ty 
4 i l l  .00 I Malor League l NFB I Me~'oorT~ I Culture j . I ~  
I -~  115 I Baseball | Films I Cup IAnc. Egypt 
I ~V'  :30 I Maior League I NFB | Memorial |Culture of ' 
I I I  ~ :45 J Baseball l Films I cup I~c.  Egypt 
4 0o I ~aior League I v.i.P. ! ~o;:ia~ I Cons. Survival 
I :15 I uaseoall i V.I P iCup i Kit. 
/ "30 I this Week | Be;ODd i Frank's Garden I French 
JL  :45 I In Baseball I Reason |Corner IChet 
f~  :0o I Survlvai I CBC S"~.-- I The War IC rocket ' t "~~ 
-~V :I5 I Survlval I Sports |Years |Garaen 
~v : 30 I Saturday I CBC Sat. ~ The War I Dani'el 
, am :4S i Movle I Sports I Years IFoster M D 
4l~ :00 IQuarantined J CB~a£ I AIIStar " iMaglc"of': " 
= J  :15 I John Dehner i Sports ' I Wrestling | Oil | 
.1  :~0 ISusan Howard I CBC Sat. I All Star j Beok / 
v :4s IC°nt" Cont. I Sports L -~restllng I Beat 
• :0o I W,d,t'e' =n . ~ Sp~9- - - -  ]'-~ide'-World" | Flrlna "-  
HI  :is I Crisis Space 1999 of Sport I Line" J 
BJ¢ :30 | Space 1999 Wide World '| FI.~.. I 
- -  I :4s I , Space 1999 , of Sport ~,.Li'ne" J 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I  IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIIiii I 
• • 
I [] 
I • 
I 
I ELECTRIC TRIMMER " i 
With rugged nylon line. ~ ;  _= 
• , ~ • I Cuts where mower can t, / • 
[] • 
_,, with walk-along ease. / : 
• II• $A'188 ,,. / "  ••II • • 
_= Each • 
6ordon and Anderson Ud, 
I Tues,-Sat. 9a.m,-5:30p.m. ,'IIAr(.I,.X 
Friday 9a.m.-9pim. 
CLOSED MONDAY 
T.V. GUID 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Saturday, May 13 
:30 
:45 
6 145 
7 
U ;I ° 
KING 
(NBC)' 
Journey to 
Adventure 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Animal 
World 
.Wild 
Kingdom 
Gong 
Show 
~ t  
Bionic 
Woman 
Bionic 
Woman 
CFTK 
(CBr.I 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
One Day 
al a Time 
Laverne and 
Shirley 
Sat. Night I To be 
al Movies I Announced 
Columbo: To be 
The Conspirators Announced 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Wide World 
of Sports 
Wide World 
of Sports 
News 
Hour 
Show 
BIz 
The Bionic 
Woman 
The Bionic 
Woman 
Avengers 
The New 
Avengers 
Acad. 
Performance 
The Kingfisher 
Caper 
KCTS 
(PflS) 
Prevln and 
Plltsburgh 
Prevln and 
Piltsburgh 
French 
Chet 
Once Upon 
a Classic 
Once Upon 
a Classic 
Relations 
Relations 
Special 
Seattle Youth 
Symphony 
Vllem Sokol 
Sneak 
Previews 
Austin Clly 
LImils 
News Ronnles David McCallum Genre 
I Salurday Outdoor Conl. Comedy 
JL  V ;;~ ~ Education Conl. Special 
Night Provincial News Russel 
The Lasl Affairs News Hour 
J L  , L  ;;; Day Night Final 
1 ? !~ ] .,char~ W,dmar"--'~"  The ,a,-I'-; I ' ' -  
Rober Conrad Late Show 
l ib  ~ 145 Lorelta Swlt Show Love Boat- 
Woman I 
Sunday,.May 14 . . . . .  9 
• . . . . . .  
• Mariners Music to Terry Washlnglon 
Baseball See Winters Week 
Sunday Summer Cntry. Star Wall Street 
& i ; ;  Movie Canada Trek Week 
2 i~05 Char ley '~"~ International S ta~' - -Advoca les  
Aunl Soccer Trek Advocales 
• Jack Benny  International Sunday Advocales 
~11 14.~ Kay Francis Soccer r =_. Theatre Advocales 
3 i~  James'EIIIson Inlernatlonal N lghto~"~ Grea'-'--T-- - 
Anne Baxler Soccer Terror Performances 
Sporlsworld 0 This Week Chuck Conners Shooting the 
;4S Sporlsworld In Baseball Agnes Moorehead Chandelier 
Grea- - - - -~~ Next Yr. ~ " ont. 
: 15 Amer. Game in Jerusalem Koehler Cont. 
:30 Meel the Next Yr, Question Special 
.Press _ .. in_ Je rusa lem Period Blue Collar 
I~  I~ News Next Yr, Untame"--'-I-'d ~ :~- . . . .  t~/ack 
i News In Jerusalem Frontier Perspective 
: 30 News Reach for Capitol German 
1~J ~ :3~ News ~ Comment Soccer 
R i~ .ow Worldo, New' I : - - - - - - - - - -~  
Come? Disney Hour Soccer 
~1~ ;4; World of News Soundslage 
I"~l~nPv Hour Martin Mull 
7 i  ~ ~- -  - - " - - ' - - - - -  .~r--;;¢'--'--~ ---- F,ow ~. Fdd,e The Disney Beachcombers Boys Prevln and 
World of Rhoda Hardy PIllsburgh 
Disney . Rhoda Boys 
" I:vent ~ King o ' I ' -~  ~ Carpenters Spac~ 
Wheels Kensington Encounters PIIIsburgh 
Arlhur Haalley's All in Special Prevln and 
bast seller the Family Operation: Plllsburgh 
I ¢1  : 15 (2°hi I Burnett To() YOung Theatre 
I :1  :30 Lo. Ca, rol to Love " Our Mulual 
:;45 Conl Burnett Six American 
I ivl~ hhlr Deep Cold Canada Families 
I • • I :IS M.v , .  War Five Portraits Burke Family 
I I i I :30 New,; , Deep Cold Canada Sign Off 
Nf,w,, War Five Portraits 
! ~  New'--;--------~ The"----~---- CT-"~'-------------'--------'---- 
I ! i :15 News I National News 
I • i :30 Five Star ~ Nation's News Hour ' 
.'45 Mvole | Business Final 
I 1 !1  :uu xp=Y / Night Late Show 
I i - I  :1~ Rosalind Russell Final Love Boat. 
I II ,~  :30 Natalie Wood/  Lain Show II 
I l i b  ~ :45 Karl Malden Visit to ' Ken Berry 
True Temper Cordless ' 
.E lec t r i c  i " $ d ~ 8 8 I ~ 
G d n d.AnIder o Ltd " I or o an s n I 
~ m ~ i ~ I ~ ~  Store Hours ' , ' 
• I l l l f l  • - . . .  A ~ ~. . . .  ~' ('IIAI((.I,.X I ! ,DO, . . , , .  ua,m.-'~.aup.m. 
/ vl~ - - - - - -  Friday 9a,m,-Dp'.m, i . _ _____  
